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Abstract
An increasing amount of geographic data is now freely available on the Internet, and
this number is expected to increase as monitoring systems and sensors are becoming a
ubiquitous part of our environment. A substantial subset is structured as networks (or
graphs). Notable examples are import/export of goods, networks of climate stations, flight
connections, migration flows and Internet traffic. To fully comprehend such networks, it
is needed to know both their geographic and relational information. For this purpose, the
most common visual representation is the node-link diagram, where vertices are depicted
as points and the edges connecting them are drawn as lines. This Thesis focuses on an
instance of node-link diagrams, where nodes are over-imposed on a map and fixed accord-
ing to their geographical information. The major issue of this visualization is the visual
clutter of nodes or edges, defined in literature as “the state in which excess items, or their
representation or organization, lead to a degradation of performance at some task”. In
particular, nodes and links may cause occlusion and ambiguity in the graph representa-
tion. Such problems characterize a cluttered diagram because they reduce the potential
usefulness of the visualization. The goal of this thesis is to advance the state of the art
in Graph Visualization with respect to visual clutter. On the theoretical perspective, our
goal is to acquire a deep understanding of existing approaches for visualizing geographic
networks and for reducing visual clutter. Initially, we provide a classification of geographic
node-link diagrams and a survey on techniques to reduce the visual clutter on such visu-
alizations. Afterwards, we present a schematization of techniques that helps the reader to
decide, given a task and a geographical node-link diagram, which are the candidate solu-
tions that help to reduce the visual clutter. On the practical perspective, our goal is the
development of visualization and interaction techniques to overcome various issues of the
state-of-the-art approaches. On the one hand, we present an interactive lens that faces the
issues of links organization over a map. On the other hand, we describe a deformation-
based technique that reveals nodes and links otherwise hidden behind the globe surface.
Finally, we introduce a method that automatically generates flow map layouts starting
from multivariate geographical datasets.
Keywords
Graph Visualization, Visual Clutter, Graph Drawing Techniques, Node-Link Diagram,
Geographic Networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The eye... the window of the soul,
is the principal means by which the central sense
can most completely and abundantly appreciate
the infinite works of nature.
–Leonardo Da Vinci
This chapter gives an overview of geographic networks in the Information Visualization
domain, introduces the motivations and the challenges, and summarizes the contributions
of this thesis.
1.1 Geographic Networks
In the world of today many things which take place in reality are represented as data. In
2012, it was estimated by the IDC (International Data Corporation) that the world has
generated 1.8 zettabytes of data and the amount is expected to increase at a rate of 59
percent annually. According to that analysis, the digital universe will reach 40 zettabytes
by 2020 [68].
A substantial amount of data, collected by scientific and governmental institutions,
private companies, and individuals includes geographic referencing1. Examples of such
data occur in everyday events: a credit card purchase transactions has associated the lo-
cation of the purchaser and the purchase, telephone records have associated the addresses
of the caller and the callee and the locations of cell phone zones, census data include ad-
dresses. This work focuses on geographic networks, defined as “networks with associated
geographic information2” [33]. Notable examples are import/export of goods (also named
supply chain networks), networks of climate stations, flight connections, migration flows
1The estimated percentage of data with geographical reference is among the 80% and 95% of the total [78, 77, 194].
2In this thesis, we consider synonyms the terms graph and network and the terms geographic, geo-located and geo-
referenced.
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Figure 1.1: Example of preattentive processing - the red circle ”pops out” of the display.
and Internet traffic. To fully comprehend such networks it is needed to know both their
geographic and relational information.
In many fields, the rate at which data is collected and stored exceeds the human
ability for decisions making. This phenomena has been termed information glut [138]
and information overload [96]. Overall, the study on the data representation allows us to
amplify the cognition to extract knowledge.
1.2 Information Visualization
Information Visualization is defined as “the use of computer-supported, interactive, visual
representations of abstract data to amplify cognition” [29]. In this definition, abstract data
include both numerical and non-numerical data, such as geographic information and text.
Cognition is the ability to understand the interpreted images, making conclusions mainly
based on prior learning.
Compared to any of our senses, the vision is the most appropriate to carrying infor-
mation to the brain because it has the highest bandwidth (i.e. the amount of data in a
range of time)3. This motivates the fact that “seeing” is a synonym of “understanding”
in English. As stated by Ware [181], the effectiveness of the vision for the perception
of shapes and features is mainly explained in two psychological theories: Preattentive
processing theory [169] and Gestalt theory [100].
Preattentive processing theory, at the low level, explains that visual features such as
closure, color, curvature, line length or line orientation are preattentively processed, see
Figure 1.1. Such processes are extremely important when the main task is the visual
search.
Gestalt theory, at a higher cognitive level, describes the brain principles aimed to
understand an image [181]. Visual perception is considered a complex process where
human beings tend to perceive simple geometric forms. This suggests that the structure
3Audition has a bandwidth around 100 b/s, meanwhile vision has 100 Mb/s [181].
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(a) The Law of Simplicity (b) The Law of Similarity (c) The Law of Continuity (d) The Law of Proximity
Figure 1.2: The image shows a subset of Gestalt Laws.
composing a visual display is more important than the elements, that is summarized as
“the whole is greater than the sum of its parts” [181]. Gestalt theory relies on a set of
laws (or principles) that can facilitate the reasoning processes in visual displays. In fact,
such processes are strongly influenced by visual characteristics, such as joining lines or
bright colors, see Figure 1.2.
Visualization, defined as the graphical representation of data or concepts [97], helps
users to carry out different classes of cognitive processes [27, 98, 148]:
• Exploratory. The user is not aware on what he/she is looking for. In other terms, the
person may not have a question in mind or a specific goal. Instead, he/she simply
examines the data to make new discoveries, or simply to learn more about it [63, 159].
The development of human-computer interface equipments and advanced graphics
cards in the mid-1990s, has further facilitated exploratory tasks of global and local
data features [181].
• Analytical. The user is aware on what is looking for in the data, searching for confir-
mation. The hypotheses verification may be accomplished by automatic techniques
from machine learning or statistics [63, 98].
• Descriptive. The user knows the phenomenon observed in the data, but he needs
an effective visual representation to transfer knowledge. This process may involve
different target audiences such as decision makers, domain experts, or the general
public [159].
1.2.1 InfoVis Pipeline
Usually, the designer of a new visualization analyses the dataset available and the type of
information the viewer wants to extract from, or convey with, the display [96]. The data
can have heterogeneous sources and complex structure. As mentioned above, the viewer
may use the visualization for exploration (looking for patterns or anomalies), to confirm
3
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Figure 1.3: The visualization pipeline [52].
a hypothesis (either conjectured or the result of quantitative analysis), or to present the
results of analysis to an audience.
As shown in Figure 1.3, to visualize a dataset, the latter is processed through the
visualization pipeline [180]:
• In the data analysis step, processes such as correction of erroneous measurements,
smooth filter, and interpolation of missing values are used to prepare the data for
visualization. This step can be described as computer-centered, since it involves only
little to no interaction with users [52].
• The filtering step performs a selection of data to be visualized. The selected portions
are denoted as focus data. Usually, this step is user-centered.
• In the mapping step, focus data are mapped to geometric primitives (e.g., points,
lines) and their visual attributes (e.g. size, position, color). This step is of high
interest to the designer because it is the most important to enhance expressiveness
and effectiveness in the visualization.
• In the rendering step, geometric data are transformed to image data. Here, adequate
rendering techniques are used to create the final visual representations (e.g. images
or animations).
While early visualizations were static objects, printed on paper or on other fixed media,
modern visualizations are the results of very dynamic processes, allowing the user to
control virtually the entire procedure, from data selection and mapping control to color
manipulation and view refinement. Overall, the interaction is the element that brings
different advantages on modern visualizations for the following reasons [120]:
• When dealing with huge datasets, the limitations of both our visual system and
displays preclude just showing everything at once; interaction allows the user to
update the view.
• A single static view can show only one aspect of the dataset; interaction enables the
support of many possible queries, changing the display.
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(a) Node-link diagram (b) Adjacency matrix
Figure 1.4: Two visual representations of the same graph.
• Interaction can present different data representations, supporting the understanding
of the connections between these alternatives.
The effectiveness of a given visualization mainly depends on the user. Different users,
with different backgrounds, perceptual abilities, and preferences, will have differing opin-
ions on each visualization. Moreover, the user’s task will affect the usefulness of the
visualization. Even a change in the data being visualized can have implications on the
resulting visualization. Thus, it is critical to enable users to customize, modify, and
interactively refine visualizations until they feel they have achieved their goal, such as
extracting a complete and accurate description of the data contents or presenting a clear
depiction of patterns that they want to convey.
1.2.2 Graph Drawing and Graph Visualization
The processes and methods for converting a graph to its geometric form are called graph
drawings [11]. The development of computer technology made it possible to automatically
draw graphs. The most common visual representation is the node-link diagram, where
vertices are depicted as points and the links connecting them are drawn as lines [49], see
Figure 1.4(a). Apart from representing graphs as node-link diagrams, we could also use
a more compact visualization such as the adjacency matrix, where each cell is used to
indicate whether the nodes, identified respectively by the row and column, are connected
or not. This representation was initially introduced by Bertin [14] and popularized later
by Becker et al. [13]. It is very effective for dense graphs and it reduces visual clutter to
minimum, see Figure 1.4(b). As drawback, this technique does not facilitate the solving
of path-related tasks.
Graph Visualization and Graph Drawing are disciplines relied on the visualization of
graphs. Graph Drawing discipline studies the readability of graphs, in particular when
5
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they are represented as node-link diagrams. In such cases, the readability issue is expressed
in terms of aesthetic criteria, formulated as optimization goals for the graph drawings [48].
Some of the most important criteria are: minimize number of edge crossings, minimize
edge length, minimize number of edge bends, minimize node overlap, minimize drawing
area, and maximize symmetry [162]. Although these criteria are generally accepted, they
present some limitations. First, they cannot be simultaneously optimized. Second, they
are not enough to design an appropriate layout mainly because it is usually task and data
dependent [177]. Moreover, such criteria are not satisfiable in large graphs.
Graph Visualization discipline, that is a branch of Information Visualization, is mainly
characterized by the problem of scalability [81]. The latter involves three different kinds of
limitations [120]: computational capacity, human perceptual and cognitive capacity, and
display capacity. An example of limited computational capacity is when large datasets
do not fit into the computer memory. Regarding our perception system and cognitive
capacity, the main limitation is that we store only little information internally in visual
working memory. Finally, the main limitation of the screen is its resolution that is not
enough to show all the desired information simultaneously.
When involved operations are the collection, the organization, the manipulation of re-
lational data and the presentation of the results, rarely network visualization is a complete
application by itself. In most of cases, it is a feature of a complex system. In summary, the
main challenge is to find applications where network visualization creates enough value,
either as part of system or as a standalone application, that allow the user to gain insight
into relational data [157].
1.3 The Motivation
Geographic networks differ from abstract networks because they cannot be fully compre-
hended without reference to their spatial component. Examples of such networks are road
maps [84], migration flows [129], Internet traffics [33] and commercial trading [113]. For
such datasets, geographic node-link diagram, i.e. node-link diagram that encodes both
relational information and geographic information, can be an appropriate visualization.
In such context, as stated by Peter Rodgers [141], graph drawings are considered
important in different cases:
• Overlap of links. To distinguish close links, graph drawings may provide tech-
niques to reroute them in the most understandable way. The visualization of train
networks [21] is a concrete example.
• Undesired spatial arrangement of nodes. There are cases, such as underground
railway maps, where the spatial information is important, but is not desirable to lay-
6
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out the nodes according to their exact position. In these cases, graph drawing may
provide techniques to rearrange nodes, preserving at the same time their relation-
ships.
• Unimportant geographical information. For some geographic networks, the
physical location of vertices is not important to extract useful information. In such
cases, desirable solutions may provide visualizations based on the topological rela-
tionship between items, rather than based on their geographic position [115]. For
example, in economic data visualization, countries with strong connections are spa-
tially grouped together.
• Lack of geographical information. If vertices do not have a clear physical location
(such as for networks of corporations), graph drawing techniques are needed to layout
the network. For example, visualizations of Internet typically are not based on
spatial information, because it is difficult to extract from web sites precise location
information [31, 50].
• Multivariate datasets. Graph visualizations are sometimes used together with
geographic visualizations, defining the so called linked multiple views [137]. On one
side, they allow the exploration of spatial information. On the other side, they
provide the relational representation of the data.
This thesis focuses on an instance of geographic node-link diagrams, where nodes
are over-imposed on a map and fixed according to their geographical information [34].
The major issue of this representation is the visual clutter of nodes or edges, defined in
literature as “the state in which excess items, or their representation or organization, lead
to a degradation of performance at some task” [142]. In particular, nodes and links may
cause occlusion and ambiguity in the graph representation. Such problems characterize a
cluttered diagram because they reduce the potential usefulness of the visualization [108,
155, 59].
1.4 Contributions and Outline
To move a step forward the solving of visual clutter in geographic node-link diagrams, this
thesis provides theoretical and practical contributions. The following are the theoretical
contributions:
• A classification of geographic node-link diagrams is presented in Chapter 2. The
criterion used in this taxonomy is the way the nodes are spatially organized in the
presentation space. This work helps to choose the most appropriate visualization
according to the geographic attributes that characterize the dataset in input.
7
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• The aforementioned diagrams tend to suffer from visual clutter. Hence, Chapter 3
describes a survey of the main visualization and interactive techniques designed to
face such undesired state. Furthermore, this chapter surveys the main techniques
used to support the visual exploration of geographic networks.
• Clutter reduction techniques may focus on different readability problems. Hence,
Chapter 4 classifies the effects of the visual clutter (defined as problems) on geo-
graphic node-link diagrams. Then, each task group has associated the classes of
problems that characterize it. The aim of this work is to provide an answer to
the following research question: Given a task and a cluttered geographic node-link
diagram, which are the appropriated techniques to reduce the visual clutter.
The following are the practical contributions:
• 3DArcLens, an interactive lens that faces the issues of links arranged over a map,
is described in Chapter 5. The aim of 3DArcLens is to provide an answer to the
following research question: Given a geographic node-link diagram, how can we reduce
the effect of clutter in a user-specific area, revealing information about the nodes,
the links and the geographic surface, without moving the camera view and with no
information loss. It reduces the visual clutter acting on the shape of the links that
are inside the lens. 3DArcLens is designed to facilitate the visual exploration of
geographic networks.
• GeoPeels, a deformation-based technique that faces the occlusion of nodes and links
by the globe, is described in Chapter 6. GeoPeels provides an answer to the follow-
ing research question: Given a geographic node-link diagram on a globe, how can we
reveal nodes and links of interest that are occluded by the globe shape, without mov-
ing the camera view and preserving the geographical context of the items. It solves
the occlusion problem of nodes and links deforming the globe surface. GeoPeels is
designed to facilitate the visual exploration of global networks.
• An algorithm for the automatic generation of Flow Maps layouts is presented in
Chapter 7. It reduces the visual clutter grouping together the flow lines. It is based
on a force-directed algorithm. Additionally, it supports for an optional supervision
of the graph layout. An extension of such algorithm, designed for the mapping of
multi-variate data in a static visualization, is described in Chapter 8.
1.5 Related Publications
The major parts of the chapters outlined above are based on the following published
papers:
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Chapter 2
Geographic Node-Link Diagrams
There is a magic in graphs.
The profile of a curve reveals in a flash a whole situation -
the life history of an epidemic, a panic, or an era of prosperity.
The curve informs the mind, awakens the imagination, convinces.
–Henry D. Hubbard
2.1 Introduction
We define geographic node-link diagram as “node-link diagram that visually encodes both
relational information and geographic information”. It includes the well-known visual-
ization where nodes are located on top of a map. However, other solutions presented in
literature preserve such requirements. For example, approaches where the order of nodes
or their label map to geographic information.
On the one hand, the aim of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive introduction
to the visualization of geographic networks. Section 2.2 gives the main definitions used
in this thesis, in particular those related to datasets characterized by both geographic
and relational attributes. Section 2.3 introduces representative examples of geographic
networks that can benefits from node-link representation.
On the other hand, the contribution of this chapter relies on a classification-based
approach to describe geographic node-link diagrams, see Section 2.4. For this purpose,
we extend the taxonomy of Schulz and Schumann [149], in which the general node-link
diagrams are classified according to the degree of freedom for node layouts (i.e. Free,
Styled and Fixed) within the presentation space. Then, Section 2.5 presents the main
instances of geographic visualizations for the considered scenarios. Finally, Section 2.6
ends this chapter with a brief recap.
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2.2 Main definitions
The graph is an abstract structure used to represent relational information. It can be
defined as ordered pair composed to a set of vertices and a set of edges, where each edge
is related to two vertices [49]. Graphs are often classified into directed and undirected [81].
For a directed graph (resp. undirected), the edge vertices are ordered (resp. unordered).
A path is a sequence of connected vertices. A cycle is a closed path that has the first
vertex equal to the last vertex. A tree is a connected undirected graph without cycles [49].
A tree is called rooted (or hierarchy) when one vertex is distinguished as a so-called root
node [177].
Vertices and edges may have attributes associated. An attribute is some specific prop-
erty that can be measured, observed, or logged [120]. As shown in Figure 2.1, the major
distinction of attributes is between categorical and ordered [120, 28]:
• Categorical: It does not have an implicit ordering. Categories can only distinguish
whether two things are the same or different.
• Ordered: All ordered data does have an implicit ordering, as opposed to unordered
categorical data. This type can be further subdivided.
– Ordinal data: It is not possible to perform arithmetic comparison among data,
but there is a well-defined ordering.
– Quantitative data: It is a measurement of magnitude that supports arithmetic
comparison. Both integers and real numbers are quantitative data.
In some domains, the quantitative category is further split into interval versus ratio
data [154]; this distinction is typically not useful when designing a visual encoding, so we
do not consider it.
Examples of Geographical Attributes 
City names Latitude 
Longitude 
Distance 
Countries ordered  
by latitude or latitude 
Figure 2.1: Categorical and ordered geographical attributes.
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We define geographical attribute simply as an instance of general attribute, thus it can
be categorical, or ordered. In Figure 2.1 the image from [120] was specifically redesigned
to describe geographical attributes. Furthermore, we define global networks as networks
with geographical attributes not restricted to a region of the Earth. In other words, they
span the entire Earth.
2.3 Representative Scenarios
From the information visualization community, there are different scenarios studied where
data is structured as geographic network. The following are representative examples.
Learn about subway. Citizen or tourist with no familiarity with a metro needs
indications to reach his/her destination as faster as possible. This scenario is extracted
from [185].
Geographic undirected network. Vertices are metro stations and edges (undirected) are
metro lines connecting the stations. The number of vertices and edges are in the order of
tens to hundreds. The geographical attribute of vertices is the spatial location of stations
and the geographical attributes of edges are subway tracks positions.
Learn about migrants flows. Citizens want to be aware of migration flows among
countries. Such information are sometimes retrieved via newspapers or Internet. This
scenario is extracted from [161, 18, 73].
Geographic rooted directed trees. Vertices are countries and edges (directed) repre-
sent migrants. The geographical attribute of vertices is the related country. Other at-
tributes associated to migrants are age, ethnicity, occupation. Each tree represents the
(in-coming/out-coming) flows from a specific country (the root). An instance of this
dataset is visualized in Chapter 7 and 8.
Monitor network infrastructure. Maintainers need to accurately understand the
large-scale geographic structure of the network infrastructure. This scenario is extracted
from [118, 33].
Geographic undirected network. Vertices are routers and edges (undirected) represent
the direct connections between routers. The geographical attribute of vertices is the
physical location of routers. An instance of this dataset is visualized in Chapter 5 and 6.
Analyze climate networks. Climate scientists want to investigate the information
of interest contained in the spatial correlation of climate data. This scenario is extracted
from [165].
Geographic undirected network. The graph represents the structure of statistical rela-
tionships between observations. Vertices represent grid points or measurement stations,
like precipitation or temperature. Edges (undirected) represent statistical associations
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between two measurements. The vertex attributes are degree centrality, i.e. the number
of its first neighbors, and betweenness centrality, i.e. vertex centrality measurement based
on shortest path lengths. The edge attributes are edge betweenness. The geographical
attribute of vertices is the position of the stations.
Analyze airplane trajectories and airport connections. Airplane trajectories
recorded by the air traffic authorities enable to analyze traffic or devise new ways of
managing airspace. Such data can be used for different purposes, for example it can alter
how epidemic disease spreads. This scenario is extracted from [83, 150].
Geographic directed network. The graph represents the air traffic. Vertices are cities
and edges are direct flights. The edges are derived from actual flight paths; since flights
start and end in airports, edge endpoints are spatially grouped. An instance of this dataset
is visualized in Chapter 6.
Analyze mobility data. Decision makers and urban planner want to understand
the movement behavior of people and its dynamics. Data on the movement of people
can be obtained from traffic sensors, public transportation usage records or reconstructed
from tracking devices such as mobile phone and GPS receivers. This scenario is extracted
from [176, 74].
Geographic directed network. The graph represents traffic flows. Vertices are geograph-
ical regions and edges are the flows between them. Time-based attributes of the flows
create dynamic geographic graphs. It is known only the starting and ending locations of
the trips, and not the exact routes of people movements.
Analyze friendship connections. Social scientists want to analyze friendships or
connections between teams. Their aim is to gain knowledge about social and spatial
structures of the network in focus. This scenario is extracted from [175].
Geographic undirected network. Vertices are persons and edges are the friendships.
The geographical attribute of vertices is the home location of the persons.
2.4 Classification on Node Arrangement
The criterion used in this taxonomy is the way the nodes are spatially organized in the
presentation space. We distinguish the following node arrangements: fixed, styled, free,
and hybrid.
2.4.1 Fixed Node Arrangement
This class contains the diagrams with nodes fixed in a geographic space, that is the space of
the visualization used to give a geographical reference to the visual features, mapping their
position expressed in latitude and longitude to the coordinate axes of the drawing area.
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These graph visualizations are recommended to effectively show the latitude and longitude
(quantitative attributes) of nodes. The techniques described in the next chapters focus
on Fixed node arrangement Visualizations. A classification of 2D and 3D visualizations
of spatial data is described in [53]. The authors focused on the dimensional aspects of
two presentation spaces: the attribute space and the reference space. As opposite, we
propose two alternative categorizations for this class of visualizations:
• Flat Maps vs. Globes
• Geometric vs. Semantic Distortion
Flat maps vs. Globes. Geographic networks are usually organized in a flat map, see
Figure 2.2(a). The latter involves the visualizations where two axes of the geographical
space are demanded to map latitude and longitude. As drawback, in case of global
networks, nodes that are geographically close may reside at the opposite sides of the flat
map. Consequently, their links would cross the entire map giving a misleading impression
of the actual geographic distance between nodes [26]. One possible solution is a 2D map
projected over an imaginary infinite plan. However, such strategy may cause redundant
information related to the nodes and the arcs.
Globes reflect the actual shape of our world and are usually used to represent global
networks, , see Figure 2.2(b). In globes there are three axes used to map latitude and
longitude. Up to now, the term “globe” is referred as the virtual hyperglobe [86], i.e. an
immaterial digital globe projected over a 2D screen. As opposite, we do not consider the
tactile hyperglobes and the hologlobes that are respectively a material and an immaterial
globe both located in the real space.
Compared to flat maps, globes enable continuous navigation, preserving the spatial
coherence of nodes and links [53]. With respect to general 3D visualizations, globes allow
the user little chance of becoming disoriented [13, 57].
As drawback, projecting a 3D representation onto a 2D plane make distances hard
to estimate [125], because of perspective foreshortening [168]. Another limitation is the
occlusion of nodes and links caused by the globe shape. In fact, at most one hemisphere
is visible at a time. It can be perceived as an advantage; the globe works as an explicit
visual filter over the nodes, reducing the clutter [118].
Geometric vs. Semantic Distortion. A geographic distortion is geometric if it is
caused only by the chosen map projection. A map projection is a systematic transfor-
mation of the coordinates, expressed in latitude and longitude, of points on the surface
of a sphere or ellipsoid into points on a plane [152]. For virtual globes, the geometric
distortion is the creation process of the 3D geometry. This section describes only the
main representative projections. Each of them has advantages and limitations.
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(a) Node-link diagram over a Flat Map.
(b) Node-link diagram over a Globe.
Figure 2.2: Examples of fixed node layout.
The widely-used Mercator projection, which in principles was designed to display com-
pass bearings for sea travel, preserves angles (i.e. angles on the map match angles on the
ground). In fact, the routes of ships, that are composed to lines of constant direction
(rhumb lines), are shown as straight lines. Meanwhile, the shortest distances between
two points (great circle paths) are shown as curved lines and the area distortions are sig-
nificant towards the polar regions. Maps that preserve angles are useful also for display-
ing the flow of atmospheric or oceanic currents. In the majority of Web-based mapping
programs, such as Google Maps and OpenStreetMap, the projection used is the Web Mer-
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cator. It is a variant of the Mercator projection that uses spherical formulas to simplify
the computation.
The Azimuthal orthographic projection is mainly used for illustration purposes, since
it shows the Earth as seen from space infinitely far away. The availability of high-quality
imagery of the Earth and other planets as seen from orbit, has caused a recent revival of
interest for this projection. NASA World Wind and Google Earth use a similar projection
called the general perspective where the point of view is a finite distance, enabling a wide
variety of interactive pan and zoom operations.
The Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection preserves areas and at the same time
maintains a true direction from the center. It is recommended to the European Commis-
sion for statistical analysis, such as the study of air pollution, ice, and population density.
It can used for example to create choropleth maps (showing shaded regions normalized
by area) or dot maps (showing dots used to represent the density).
In Azimuthal equidistant projection, the distances and the bearing from the center of
the map to any point are correct. Thus, this projection is useful to analyze the distance
between nodes of a network. It is often used to show distances of air-routes, placing
the airport of interest in the center of the map. Similarly, the Two-Point Equidistant
projection preserves true scale from two specified points on the projection to any point
on the map. This projection could be used to show the distance of a ship from the origin
and destination of a journey.
In gnomonic projection, distortions of distance, shape, area, and direction are severe.
As advantage, all great circles are shown as straight lines. As all azimuthal maps, only
from the center of the map the direction of the shortest route (azimuth) is shown by a
straight line. The projection is useful for defining routes of air travel, because the shortest
route between any two locations is a always a straight line.
Van Wijk presented Myriahedral projections [173], that rely on methods for mapping
the earth on a polyhedron with a large number of faces. The polyhedron is then cut
open and unfolded. The result are maps that conserve areas and that are (almost) con-
formal. As drawback, they are characterized by a large number of discontinuities. For a
comprehensive survey on map projection see [111].
A geographic distortion is semantic if information on nodes defines the geographic
space. For example, the nodes position is updated such that the distance between each
node is similar. This effect is more evident if the map is depicted as background, see
Figure 2.3(a). Semantic geographic distortion can even be applied on globe. For example,
in [6], the nodes connected with each other are rearranged using a force-directed tech-
nique such that they appear closer. The globe is consequently deformed to preserve the
geographical context of the nodes, see Figure 2.3(b).
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(a) Semantic distorted Flat Map. Source: [15]. (b) Semantic distorted Globe. Source: [6].
Figure 2.3: Examples of visualizations where the nodes position affects the geographical space.
2.4.2 Styled Node Arrangement
In this class, node arrangement is confined to a certain predefined scheme. They are
considered valid alternatives to diagrams with fixed node arrangement if the latter are
susceptible to visual clutter. They do not preserve the entire geographical context, but
the order of vertices by one or more attributes, such as latitude and longitude. With
Circular Layout [79] or ArcDiagram [182] it is possible to preserve the spatial closeness
of nodes. However, labels are needed to extract the geographic location of nodes. For
example, in Figure 2.4(a) the nodes representing the countries are ordered along a circle
according to their geographic closeness. In terms of readability, no node is occluded by
other nodes or links.
Figure 2.4(b) represents a sample of IPv4 and IPv6 Internet topology registered in
2009 [2]. The visualization shows both the interconnectivity of nodes of the Internet
routing system and their spatial structure. The location of each node is specified in polar
coordinates (i.e. radius and angle). The radius encodes the traffic degree of the node and
the angle depends on its longitude. Hence, nodes with nearby/same degree and longitude
will overlap.
With those visualizations, the style of the graph representation is known at priori.
In this way it is possible to estimate the screen space needed to display the graph and
preselect effective graph drawing techniques.
2.4.3 Free Node Arrangement
In this class, nodes are not restricted in space. These graph visualizations are recom-
mended to encode geographical attributes such as city or county names (categorical at-
tributes). The variables used are labels or colors. Thus, all the graph visualization tech-
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(a) Circular Diagram. Source: [79]
(b) CAIDA Visualization. Source: [2]
Figure 2.4: Examples of styled node arrangement.
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Figure 2.5: Example of Free node arrangement created with a force-directed graph drawing algorithm.
Source: [141].
niques that improve the readability re-arranging the nodes can be used. Such visualiza-
tions give less attention to the location of items and focus more on their relationship [141].
For example, economic data might be depicted by spatially grouping countries that are
strongly connected. Figure 2.5 shows a graph drawn using a force-directed technique.
The edges represent the main trade in goods between regions of the world in 2001.
2.4.4 Hybrid Node Arrangement
In this class, the visualizations combine the above mentioned classes gaining their advan-
tages. The introduction of additional items or the use of visual variables are needed to
associate one layout with the other. For example, Necklace Map [153] mixes a circular
layout (Styled Node arrangement) with a colored background map (Fixed Node arrange-
ment), see Figure 2.6(a). It combines the advantage of having no overlapping nodes with
the effectiveness of having the geographic space. The color is used to connect the two
layouts. In this case the nodes represent areas and not points. In Figure 2.6(b), a force-
directed layout (Free Node arrangement) is mixed with a background map (Fixed Node
arrangement) [36]. In this case, additional links are used to connect the two layouts.
2.5 Representative Visualizations
Data transformation processes the raw data into a form suitable for visualization. This
section introduces the main visualizations that are mentioned in this thesis. Each visual-
ization is used to represent one or more of the graphs described in the Section 2.3.
For the metro scenario, the network is often represented as a Metro Map Layout, where
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(a) Necklace Map. Source: [153].
(b) 2.5D interface. Source: [36].
Figure 2.6: Examples of hybrid node arrangement.
each metro line has a color associated. They are usually straightened and restricted to
verticals, horizontals, and diagonals at 45◦. Metro Map Layouts use very different scales
for downtown versus suburban areas. In this way distances between adjacent stations are
more uniform [84]. The first metro map was designed in 1933 by an engineering draftsman
called Harry Beck for the London Underground [184], see Figure 2.7(a).
To illustrate migrants flows, the network can be represented as a Flow Map Layout,
where links sharing the same destination (also named flow lines) are aggregated and
their thickness represents the sum of the moving migrants (also named flow magnitude).
The first flow map representation was created by Henry Harness in 1837 [139] and then
popularized by Charles Minard around 1850 [140]. Minard is considered a pioneer in the
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(a) Beck’s Underground Map of 1933.
(b) Minard’s Map of World Migration of 1858.
Figure 2.7: Examples of popular hand drawn maps. They are instances of geographic node-link diagrams.
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use of graphics in engineering and statistics, mainly due to his map on the subject of
Napoleon’s disastrous Russian campaign of 1812 [112]. Figure 2.7(b) shows the emigrants
of the World in 1858. The color of the flow lines identifies their origin.
In the scenario of network infrastructure, nodes are usually located over a map or a
globe. In this way, it is easy to detect redundant connections, or to find badly placed
connections that might cause distribution inefficiencies by wasting bandwidth. Such rep-
resentation is also used in the context of climate networks, airport connections, mobility
data, and social networks because in all the cases the geographic context is important.
However, if they are susceptible to visual clutter, other visualizations are recommended.
2.6 Conclusion
This chapter wants to understand and investigate the main aspects related to the ex-
ploration and the depiction of geographical graphs through node-link diagrams. Our
contribution relies on the classification of geographic node-link diagram based on the cri-
terion used to arrange nodes on the presentation space. This solution facilitates the choice
of an appropriate visualization for a given geographic graph.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
If I have seen further than others,
it is by standing upon the shoulders of giants.
–Isaac Newton
There are different approaches that support the visual exploration of geographic net-
works. This chapter discusses the main techniques surveyed in [81, 177]. Section 3.1
describes the techniques that facilitate the exploration when the presentation space has
too much detail or is too large to fit in regular displays. Meanwhile, Section 3.2 focuses
on techniques to reduce the visual clutter that is the main aspect of this Thesis.
3.1 Graph Visualization Techniques
Common techniques. One of the most used technique in the context of node-link
diagram is the panning and zooming. Panning allows the user to move the viewing frame
whether there are items off-screen. Zooming in and out enables respectively to explore
more in details a portion of the dataset and to view the complete data.
There are also techniques designed to provide awareness of off-screen items, using
additional features on the windows edges [75, 12, 191]. However, they do not support for
context awareness. The navigation from two connected nodes can be facilitated using Link
sliding [116]. It allows the user to slide a cursor along the link towards the destination
node.
Multi views. In Overview & Detail, two distinct visualizations are used to provide
respectively an overview of the entire graph (i.e. the bird’s eye view) and a detailed view
of a subgraph of interest [32]. Brodkorb et al. [22] presented a method to visualize details
of small dense areas on the screen, keeping the overall geographic context. It uses the
notion of insets, which were used by Ghani et al. [69] to allow off-screen nodes to be
visible. Flowstrates [18] is designed for the exploration of dynamic directed networks. It
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uses a map for the origins, another one for the destinations, and a view in the middle
to show temporal information. PolyZoom [91] enables the exploration of multiscale 2D
spaces. In particular, it allows the user to shape areas of increasing magnification into
different views. As drawback, in multi views the user needs to mentally combine the
different views, increasing his/her cognitive load [72].
Geometric distortion. With zooming, the user loses the overview of the area outside
the zoom frame. To avoid such drawback, focus+context (or detail in context) techniques
are designed to focus on a subset of the dataset while showing the context of the entire
data. With respect to overview & detail, focus+context embeds detailed information
within the context view, with no spatial and temporal separation [32]. Geometric distor-
tion can be applied locally or globally over the entire view.
In the first case, different approaches based on lens metaphor are designed. Fisheye
lens [107] is able to deform the presentation space to visualize both the overview of the
space and a focused regions, enabling a smooth transition between the two areas. Pietriga
et al. [130] presented Sigma Lenses, a set of interactive lenses that replaces standard
optical (space-based) distortions with dynamic translucence (time-based) to transition
between focus and context areas. JellyLenses [131] are two focus+context techniques
that dynamically adapt to the shape of the features of interest, by optimizing the regions
in focus, and distorting the area around the region of interest. As opposite, the Undistort
Lens [23] is an interactive technique that allows the user to get access to an undistorted
representation of the interest area within a distorted visualization.
Compared to Overview & Detail techniques, distortion based lenses are less accu-
rate [85]. Moreover, they require the interaction by the user. For large datasets, the
visual exploration can be tedious and may require the user to reduce the number of items
to visualize [22]. In the case of global distortion, the user interaction is not required. A
representative example is Melange proposed by Elmqvist et al. [60]. It is a space folding
technique such that multiple focus areas became visible at the same time. Bo¨ttger et
al. [16] described a focus+context method based on a global deformation. It enables the
interactive exploration of the Earth’s surface from its smallest details to the whole planet.
Semantic distortion. An example of semantic distortion is the Metro Map Layout,
where the nodes are not arranged exactly using a map projection. As opposite, their
position is updated such that the distance between each node is similar [15]. In this
particular case, distortion is not used to improve the visualization of an area of interest,
but rather to provide a connection between a geographically accurate map and a metro
map. Semantic geographic distortion can even be applied on globe. In [6], the nodes
connected with each other are rearranged using a force-directed technique such that they
appear closer. The globe is consequently deformed to preserve the geographical context
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of the nodes.
Furnas [66] presented Generalized Fisheye View, a focus+context interface which shows
items in the presentation spaces based on a degree of interest (DOI) function. The DOI
function defines which information has to be displayed in the focus. In context of node-link
diagrams, different focus+context lenses exist to improve the readability of the visualiza-
tion. Sarkar and Brown [145] extended the fisheye views to distort each node of a graph
according to the distance between its position and a user’s focal point.
Attributes-based techniques. Such techniques facilitate the visual exploration
changing one or more of the visual attributes, such as the position, the color or the
shape of the items. For example, it is possible to visually distinguish paths of interest
from the context, applying to them a unique color that differentiates from background
items [116]. Bring Neighbors Lens [164] dynamically relocates the nodes connected to the
node inside the lens area, such that they all appear visible. Similarly, Bring & Go moves
the neighbors of a particular node around it and enables the user to navigate to one of
these.
3.2 Clutter reduction Techniques
Visual clutter is a common issue in geographic node-link diagrams for small as well as
large graphs [117]. In this section, the main solutions are introduced in the context
of Information Visualization perspective. Section 3.2.1 describes the techniques used to
improve a node-link diagram statically. Section 3.2.2 introduces the interactive techniques.
3.2.1 Static Techniques
Items reduction. A common approach to avoid clutter is through content filters [186],
i.e. the reduction of the number of items to visualize. The downside of this approach is
that we also lose information about purged or less relevant links and nodes [66]. Clustering
the nodes is an approach often used for huge datasets. Nodes can be clustered according
to their associated attributes or according to the graph structure. In the latter, nodes
strongly connected can be grouped together. In hierarchical methods [4], a pyramid of
simplified versions of a graph is used to browse the data in different level of details.
Color-based approaches. The color of links can be used in different way to face
the issues that lead to a clutter layout such as ambiguities in the layout and occlusion of
items. Map the orientation of links to the color reduces the ambiguity between crossing
links [35]. However, it is not effective on links with small crossing angle, because they
have similar colors. Bearing this is mind, Hu et al. [87] and Jianu et al. [92] color each
link differently. Meanwhile, in [164], the color of a link is interpolated between the colors
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of its incident nodes. In both solutions it is easier to perceive the nodes connected to the
links. Using transparency [143], short breaks are introduced in full links where crossings
occurs. The perception of the whole link is based on the gestalt principle of closure.
In this way, ambiguity related to graph topology is reduced. Transparency is also used
to reveal hidden elements. In [127, 123], transparency is applied in the middle of links.
Similarly, with half-lines [13] only the first half of each link is drawn to depict directed
edges. With this strategy, the amount of screen space used to show links is reduced. As
drawback, it makes hard to determine where links end. In [127], transparency is applied
in the same way but on curves instead of straight lines.
Nodes relocation. The optimization of screen space can lead to an improvement of
the readability of the visualization. For example, force-directed algorithms [94] can be used
to rearrange nodes’ positions. In a force-directed algorithm, the nodes are represented
as particles of a physical system with forces acting between them. At each iteration, the
energy of the system changes. The algorithm halts when local minimum of the energy is
found. The combination of attractive forces on adjacent nodes, and repulsive forces on
all nodes, was first introduced by Eades et al. [55]. A few years later, similar methods
were presented as an extension to this idea. As notable example, Kamada and Kawai [93]
introduced the idea of using only spring forces between all pairs of nodes, with ideal spring
lengths equal to the nodes’ graph-theoretic distance.
Links relocation. In edge bundling, the links of a graph are bundled together if certain
conditions are met. Holten et al. [83] presented a force-directed algorithm in which links
are modeled as flexible springs that can attract each other while node positions remain
fixed. This algorithm is extended to separate opposite-direction bundles, emphasizing the
structure of the graph [150]. Cui et al. [35] described a mesh-based link-clustering method
for graphs. Control mesh generation techniques were used to capture the underlying edge
patterns and to generate informative and less cluttered layouts. Ersoy et al. [62] created
bundled layouts of general graphs, using skeletons as guidelines to bundle similar links.
Pupyrev et al. [133] proposed a link routing algorithm based on ordered bundles. With
this technique, the links are placed in parallel channels to avoid overlap. The peculiarity
of the edge bundling is that it is used to understand the overall patterns but not the single
links of the graph because the connections become harder to read.
Approaches aimed to generate flow maps are considered clutter reduction techniques.
In [129], flow maps are automatically generated aggregating links and making them curves.
The authors defined a binary hierarchical clustering to formulate the layout in a simple and
recursive manner. Then, in a post creation phase, users are given the possibility to alter
the shape of the flow lines by moving their control points. Verbeek et al. [174] introduced
a method to create flow maps using directed angle-restricted Steiner trees of minimum
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length, also known as spiral trees. They are designed to avoid crossing nodes, as well as
user-specified obstacles. In order to straighten and smoothen the tree, a cost function is
defined. At each iteration, a new position of the intermediate nodes is computed and the
cost function is calculated. Then, they apply the steepest descent to minimize the global
cost function, which is the sum of the cost function for each intermediate node. The
layout is updated according to the magnitude of the flows. Nocaj et al. [123] proposed an
approach based on a new drawing style for the generation of flow maps called confluent
spiral drawings. Confluent spirals consist of smooth drawings of each bundle in which
edge directions are represented with smooth appearance. A sequence of spiral segments
is used to represent an edge between the origin and the target node, and the vortex of
each spiral corresponds to a target node. When an obstacle overlaps a branching point,
it is branched out in an earlier or later phase of the parent spiral to miss that obstacle.
An exhaustive survey on edge bungling and flow map techniques is provided by Zhou et
al. [192].
Rendering. Recent approaches face the problem of estimating the number of links
in dense regions. The below proposed solutions are often used in conjunction with edge
bundling techniques. In [83, 103, 67], the authors calculate the amount of overlapping
items for each pixel of the display. That information is used to map pixels colors with a
gradient color scale. In [35, 127], instead of the pixels colors, the opacity of each link is
used to map to the density of overlapping items. The use of luminance and saturation as
additional visual variables was also proposed [158]. Finally, in [102, 103], the overdraw
densities are rendered making dense areas higher than sparse ones. Hence, it preserves
links and pixels colors.
Alternative Visualizations. To emphasize the density of links and nodes it is pos-
sible to move to another visualization, for example transforming the diagram in a con-
tinuous representation. Graph splatting convolves nodes with a Gaussian filter [172] into
a intensity or height map. Dense nodes regions, which cause clutter, stand out as high-
value splats. The same approach can be used to visualize the density of links [104]. As
drawback, splatting produces simplified views, making harder the traceability of links.
Although these visualizations are able to reveal high-level patterns, they do not permit to
distinguish nodes and links. This paragraph includes only alternative visualizations that
are created starting from node-link diagrams.
3.2.2 Interactive Techniques
In Information Visualization the role of interaction is crucial, as highlighted in the work
of Yi et al. [190]. This section discusses the main interaction techniques used in context
of graph visualization to face visual clutter.
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Common Techniques. Dynamic Queries are one of the most used technique in the
context of node-link diagram. They can be used for example to filter out nodes with low
connectivity using a slider.
Interactive Lenses. Wong et al. [187] proposed EdgeLens ; a technique that iter-
atively curves graph edges away from the point of focus. In this way, the relationship
between nodes and edges are disambiguated without information loss. Bearing this in
mind, Schmidt et al. [147] used a multi-touch interaction in conjunction with some edge
displacement techniques. Semantic lenses can be used to explore crowded areas (e.g.
overlapping bundles). MoleView [90] is a semantic lens that selects a set of data elements
located inside the lens’ shape and having an attribute value defined by the user. In case of
visualization of graphs, the lens moves the control points that compose the links around
the lens. Local Edge Lens [164] is an interactive technique that draws in a local focus re-
gion only edges that connect certain nodes within the lens scope. It reduces the occlusion
of element caused by the links. Tominsky et al. [167] provided an exhaustive overview of
interactive lenses in Information Visualization domain.
Alternative Interactive Techniques. In [195], a fast hardware-assisted layout tech-
nique is used to visually analyze large real world graphs to detect patterns. It uses infor-
mation of nodes and links density to avoid visual clutter.
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Chapter 4
Schematization of Clutter Reduction Techniques in Geo-
graphic Node-Link Diagrams using Task-based Criteria
To construct a useful graphic,
we must know what has come before
and what is going to follow.
–Jacques Bertin.
4.1 Overview
Visual clutter is a hot topic in the study of node-link diagrams as it negatively affects
usability, aesthetics and data interpretation. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the organization
of items, i.e. the way nodes and links are positioned in the screen space, and the number
of visible items, are two aspects among many that leads to visual clutter. In previous
work, described in Chapter 3, different techniques were proposed to reduce the clutter
that depends on the organization of nodes and links and on the number of visible items.
However, a schematization of such techniques by task was never considered. Approaching
the problem by task would be more efficient since visual clutter, by definition, depends
on the task to be performed.
In this chapter, we propose a solution to visual clutter driven by the type of task. In
particular, the aim of our work is to get an answer to the following question: Given a
task and a cluttered geographic node-link diagram, which are the appropriated techniques
to reduce the visual clutter.
Our solution crystallizes on a schematization of techniques derived from a sequence of
steps. Initially, we have classified tasks into a limited number of task groups. For each
tasks group, we have identified and analyzed issues leading to a performance degradation.
The final outcome consists on a list of good candidate techniques for each task group. The
selected techniques are the results of a survey that takes into account only approaches
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that act on the position of nodes and links.
Part of the work in this chapter was previously published in [45].
4.2 Introduction
The node-link diagram is a powerful tool for the visualization of relationships between
entities. In this work, we focus on an instance of geographic node-link diagram where the
nodes are fixed in a geographic space. The latter is the space of the visualization used to
provide a geographical reference to the visual features, mapping their position expressed
in latitude and longitude to the coordinate axes of the drawing area.
Node-link diagram often suffers from visual clutter [108, 155, 59] affecting usability,
aesthetics and data interpretation. In particular, this undesired state is difficult to handle
in the geographical node-link diagrams because the relocation of the nodes may cause the
loss of geographical information.
In previous studies visual clutter is defined as: “the state in which excess items, or
their representation or organization, lead to performance a degradation of performance
at some task” [142]. Hence, visual clutter depends on the task, as shown in Figure 4.1.
In exploratory and analytical scenarios, if the task is “find a node”, only the diagram in
Figure 4.1(a) should be considered cluttered [83, 62, 89] because many nodes are occluded
causing loss of important information. If the task is “given a node, find the connected
nodes”, also the diagram in Figure 4.1(b) should be considered cluttered [187, 186, 147]
because the overlap of nodes over links cause ambiguities. In descriptive scenario, if the
task is considered of high-level, such as “understand the story described by the data”,
then the diagram in Figure 4.1(c) should also be considered cluttered by the viewer [129,
174, 41] as overlapping links lead to a degradation of aesthetic.
In this work, we focus on visualizations characterized to excess items, and to inappro-
priate organization of items, i.e. when the position of nodes and links in the display lead
to a performance degradation, for which we propose a solution that is driven by task. As
opposite, we do not examine cluttered visualizations that depend on the graphical repre-
sentation of items, for example when the color of the nodes is the same of the background
map, or when size of nodes is too small or too large taking into account the display size
and the number of items. However, solutions to such problem can be obtained by applying
the general guidelines for graphic design [170].
Our work answers to the following research question: Given a task and a cluttered
geographic node-link diagram, which are the appropriated techniques to reduce the visual
clutter.
Our solution crystallizes on a schematization of techniques that is the result of a
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(a) Cluttered diagram for the task “find a node”.
(b) Cluttered diagram for the task “given a node, find the
connected nodes”.
(c) Cluttered diagram for the task “understand the story
described by the data”.
Figure 4.1: Examples of different visual clutter in geographic node-link diagrams.
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Figure 4.2: The steps that compose our schematization.
sequence of steps, as shown in Figure 4.2. We start diving the tasks into task groups. For
exploratory and analytical scenarios, we use the task taxonomy for graph visualization
proposed by Lee et al. [105]. For descriptive scenarios, we define a tasks group related to
the aesthetic of the visualization. Then, we identify and analyze the main problems that
lead to a degradation of tasks performance, i.e. uninterpretable representation, occlusion,
ambiguity, and unaesthetic representation. Moreover, for each group we associate the
problems that characterize it. Finally, we provide a list of good candidate techniques for
each task group according to the problems they are able to solve.
The selected techniques are the results of a survey that takes into account only ap-
proaches that act on the position of nodes and links. We restrict the analysis to this subset
mainly because the position is the most used variable to reduce clutter in geographical
node-link diagrams. We do not consider force-directed techniques on nodes because they
do not preserve spatial information.
This chapter is structured as follows. First we summarize, in Section 4.3, previous
works on visual clutter in geographic node-link diagrams. Then, we define in Section 4.4
our classification of tasks by groups. In Section 4.5, we identify the main visual clutter
problems. In Section 4.6, we itemize the main clutter reduction techniques according to
the clutter problems they are able to solve. Lastly, an overview of the results obtained
and of future work is presented in Section 4.7.
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4.3 Existing Surveys
In literature, different surveys on clutter reduction techniques are presented. However,
they do not consider the different problems related to visual clutter (e.g. occlusion and
ambiguity), nor they take into account the task.
In [155, 108], visual analytics techniques are presented and a section is dedicated to
the clutter reduction methods in large graph layouts. However, no hints are made with
respect to the aforementioned aspects. The visual clutter and the related solutions are
also mentioned in different categorizations of node-link diagrams [76, 46], but not as main
aspects.
Zhou et al. [192] provided a survey on edge bundling techniques. They described the
algorithms according to the way they generate the final graph layout, i.e. they distin-
guished cost-based, geometry-based and image-based techniques. As opposite, we classify
clutter reduction techniques including edge bundling solutions, conforming to the prob-
lems they are designed to solve, by looking at the final layout they generate. In the
survey [167], interactive lenses are categorized by data types and tasks. Although many
clutter reduction techniques are included, they are classified based on the proprieties of
the solutions, rather than on the problems to solve.
A previous survey focused on cluttered visualizations caused by huge amount of data.
The authors classified clutter reduction methods defining eight criteria based on their
experience and on the study of the related literature, i.e. “avoids overlap, keeps spatial
information, can be localized, is scalable, is adjustable, can show point/line attribute,
can discriminate points/lines, and can see overlap density” [59]. The main difference
between our work and theirs is that their criteria focus on the techniques. As opposite,
we provide criteria derived from an analysis of cluttered layouts and tasks. Moreover, our
work focuses also on inappropriate organization of nodes and links in node-link diagrams
and not on clutter solely caused by huge data.
4.4 Tasks Groups for Geographic Node-Link Diagrams
We distinguished different tasks groups in the context of geo-referenced networks, to better
understand visual clutter. At high level of abstraction, we apply the general division for
information visualization tasks [98] described in Chapter 1.
Exploratory and Analytical tasks: Visual exploration allows the possibility to
get new insight. In case of analytical scenario, the user knows always the task, being
it implicit or explicit. We used the tasks groups identified in the taxonomy for graph
visualization proposed by Lee et al. [105] as follows:
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• Graph low-level tasks : The tasks are related to the topology of the graph, i.e. “given
a node, find adjacent nodes” and “given a link, find incident nodes”.
• General low-level tasks : The user examines each item of the visualization to make
new discoveries. The tasks are: “find item”, “retrieve value”, “filter item”, etc. The
element “item” can be a node, a link, an annotation on the map, a label associated
to a node, etc.
• Overview tasks : Some tasks require only an overview of the graph such as “find
clusters of nodes”, “find patterns and outliers”.
Such tasks groups allow the composition of high-level tasks such as “follow a give
path”, “count the number of clusters”, etc.
Descriptive scenario: The designer knows the phenomenon observed in the data, but
he needs an effective visual representation to transfer knowledge to the viewers. From the
viewer perspective, the main goal is to make sense (i.e. associative thinking) of a story
visually described by the data. In literature, common examples of node-link diagram
used for such tasks are flow maps. In this scenario, we define the task group associative
visualization tasks.
4.5 Visual Clutter Problems
Focusing on the organization of items, clutter is mainly the result of the overlapping (also
known as overplotting or overdrawing) of those items, i.e. items rendered on top (or near)
of each other. In this work, the considered items are nodes, links (straight lines or curves),
and map portions of the geographical surface. We define the symbology (item1, item2)
to indicate that “item1 is rendered on top of item2”. We do not consider the overlapping
by itself as a problem, but as the cause of the following issues: occlusion, ambiguity, and
unaesthetic representation. Analogously, we define the uninterpretable representation as
a possible consequence to excess items.
4.5.1 Problem of Uninterpretability
The readability of node-link diagrams deteriorates when the size of the graph excesses
in number. The latter increases the possibility to have both badly organized nodes and
regions with dense links [70]. The problem of uninterpretable representation occurs when
items become impossible to identify, making the visualization useless as an hairball-like
visualization. This problem involves the entire graph representation and not the single
overlapping of two items. Figure 4.1(a) shows an example of node-link diagram that does
not provide a useful representation of the network.
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Table 4.1: Different cases of occlusion. For each case, we apply an approach that acts on items opacity
to solve the problem.
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The following criteria are used to valuate the candidate solutions for the problem of
uninterpretability.
• 3: if the technique improves the readability of the visualization reducing the number
of visible items.
• -: if the technique does not provide any evidence that it improves the readability.
4.5.2 Problem of Occlusion
The occlusion problem is a well-studied topic in Information Visualization [61, 59, 58].
Occlusion of items results in loss of information. Table 4.1 shows information loss of
geographic node-link diagram taking into account all possible combinations between items.
We do not consider the occlusion caused to the background map, e.g. when nodes are
located over a virtual globe, because it is not the aim of this work. This problem is
accentuated with thick items, or with a large number of items. Figure 4.1(a) presents a
situation where many links occlude nodes and other links.
Here some items are hidden behind other items:
• (node,node);(node,link);(node,geo-surface): Nodes located is the same spatial loca-
tion or near with each other may cause their occlusion. In the same way, nodes
can occlude also links or the background map. Such kind of occlusion is not easy
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to solve because, in the geographic node-link diagrams in analysis, the position of
nodes encodes geographical information.
• (link,node);(link,link);(link,geo-surface): Links obscure nodes, links, and information
in the background such as map labels and map features.
The following criteria are used to valuate the candidate solutions for the occlusion
problem.
• 3: If the technique acts on the entire visualization, it reveals all the hidden items.
For local regions, the technique reveals the involved hidden items.
• 3∗: if the technique may reveals hidden items, however, this condition is not always
guaranteed.
• -: if the technique does not provide any evidence that it reveals hidden items.
• 7: if the technique increases the number of hidden items. In such situation, the goal
of the technique is another.
4.5.3 Problem of Ambiguity
The ambiguity in node-link diagrams is another topic of interest [54]. It can impede the
comprehension of network structure [178]. Figure 4.1(b) has different ambiguities in the
graph topology. Table 4.2 shows the ambiguity problem of node-link diagram taking into
account different cases:
• (node,link);(link,node): It can be difficult to assess, if a link crosses a node, or vice-
versa, whether this link is incident to this node or it is merely crossing it. This
makes it hard to identify the actual endpoints of links. If nodes are rendered on
bottom of links, links may obscure the content of the nodes. In the opposite case,
the unambiguous layout candidates are more in numbers. In literature, such cases
are respectively named Edge Bridge and Edge Tunnel [54].
• (link,link): Link crossings are an important factor in readability [134]. We consider
crossing links also when they are very close to each other and are almost parallel.
When eyes try to follow a link to its destination, small crossing angles between this
link and other links create multiple paths along the direction of the eye movement,
either slowing down the eye movement, or taking eyes to the wrong path [87]. How-
ever, if two links share one node, this ambiguity does not occur.
• (link,link)2: In this case, links overlap each other. Hence, it can be considered an
occlusion criteria. This happen if they have one or both incident nodes in common.
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Table 4.2: Ambiguity cases and their possible unambiguous configurations.
Ambiguous Layout Unambiguous Configurations 
(node,link): node crosses link 
(link,node): link crosses node 
 
(link,link): link crosses link  
(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘)2: link overlaps link  
 
(𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑘)2: link overlaps link  - limit case 
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For example, if directed links are represented as arrows, they completely overlap if
they share the same nodes. This case includes the Low Angular Resolution [54] i.e.
the problem related to the minimum or average angle formed by all the links incident
to an individual node.
The following criteria are used to valuate the candidate solutions for the ambiguity
problem.
• 3: If the technique acts on the entire visualization, it disambiguates all the ambi-
guities for the specific case. For local regions, the technique disambiguates only the
involved region. For (link,link), it is not always possible to avoid crossing links. Thus,
in that situation the technique has to increase the space among links, or improve their
crossing angles.
• 3∗: if the technique may disambiguates some instances, however, this condition is
not always guaranteed.
• -: if the technique does not provide any evidence that it disambiguates the visual-
ization.
• 7: if the technique increases the ambiguity in the visualization. In such situation,
the goal of the technique is another.
4.5.4 Problem of Unaesthetic
As shown in Table 4.3, partial overlapping causes a decrement in visual quality of the
layout. This is supported by the fact that, in literature, a situation with no overlapping
of items, is considered not only a readability criterion but also an aesthetic criterion [129,
174, 41]. Compared with the occlusion problem, the problem of unaesthetic representation
does not cause necessarily loss of information. However, there is a lack in literature of
studies related to which visual properties make a visualization visually appealing from
the viewer perspective [30]. Figure 4.1(c) has overlapping of links that affects negatively
the aesthetic of the visualization. The following cases are relevant to describe the effect
of clutter:
• (link,node);(node,link): Links can cut directly across a node (or vice-versa) interfering
with the visual quality of the layout.
• (link,link);(node,node): It is possible to have two links or two nodes that are close
to or overlap each other.
• (link,geo-surface);(node,geo-surface): When links or nodes overlap a region, they
may decrease the layout aesthetic.
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Table 4.3: Partial overlapping of items (colored in red) causes a decrement of layout aesthetic. For each
case, an approach acting on items position is applied to solve the problem.
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The following criteria are used to valuate the candidate solutions for the problem of
unaesthetic.
• 3: if the technique improves the aesthetic of the visualization avoiding the overlap
of items.
• 3∗: if the technique improves the aesthetic of the visualization reducing the number
of overlapping items.
• -: if the technique does not provide any evidence that it improves the aesthetic acting
on the overlapping of items.
In this section, we also identify the problems that characterize each tasks group. Fig-
ure 4.3 summarizes the exploratory and analytical scenarios.
In “Overview tasks”, visual clutter is interconnected to the interpretation of the vi-
sual representation. In these tasks, it is not essential to solve the problem of occlusion,
ambiguity and unaesthetic.
In “General low-level tasks”, visual clutter involves also the occlusion of items. It
becomes difficult to understand information encoded in visual variables of occluded ele-
ments.
In “Graph low-level tasks” ambiguity is an important aspect to take care of. In this
task group, we are not only searching for hidden elements, but also we are trying to have
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Figure 4.3: In exploratory and analytical scenarios, each task group is affected by different problems.
a clearer (unambiguous) layout.
The aesthetic is not a priority in exploratory and analytical tasks. As opposite, in
“Associative visualization tasks”, among others, there is the problem of unaesthetic rep-
resentation. Due to the layout, some partial overlap between elements may occurs, causing
a decrement in visual quality of the layout.
4.6 Applied Schematization
In this section, we described only approaches that act on the position of nodes and links1.
We restricted the analysis to this subset mainly because the position is the most used
variable to reduce clutter in geographical node-link diagrams. We did not consider force-
directed techniques on nodes because they did not preserve spatial information. We
investigate works published in Graph Drawing, IEEE Vis, IEEE Pacific Vis, IEEE Com-
puter Graphics Forum, IEEE Visualization and Computer Graphics, and VISIGRAPP.
Moreover, we included some work that appeared in the bibliography of the paper in anal-
ysis. We surveyed 42 techniques in total: 29 global techniques, including 18 edge bundling
1Most of the techniques described in this section were also introduced in Chapter 3.
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Table 4.4: Techniques to reduce ambiguity/occlusion/uninterpretable representation in exploratory and
analytical scenarios. From top to bottom raws, the color identifies the task group: Overview Tasks,
General Low-level Tasks, and Graph Low-level Tasks.
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Interactive items aggregation      * * -  
Edge Bundlings (1° Generation)     * * - -  
SBEB, DEB  *   * * - -  
SideKnot -    * * - -  
Winding Road, KDEEB, ADEB , 
TouchBundling 
      - -  
MoleView, EdgeAnalyzer - - -    - - - 
3D curving links * * * * * * - - - 
Interactive Link Fanning, Angular 
Resolution Reduction Techniques 
-  - - - - - - - 
Link Magnet, Interactive Link 
Legend 
- * - - - - - - - 
Stub Bundling -   - * * - - - 
Ambiguity-Free Edge-Bundling - -  -   - - - 
TouchStrumming  -  - - - - - - 
Interactive Bundling   - -   - - - 
Edge Routing with Ordered 
Bundles, Clustered Edge Routing 
   -   - - - 
3DArcLens  -     - - - 
EdgeLens, PushLens - -     - - - 
Edge Plucking, TouchPlucking, 
TouchPinning 
      - - - 
techniques and 4 flow maps algorithms, and 13 techniques focusing on a restricted area
of the screen. Each technique was compared with respect to our criteria.
4.6.1 Exploratory and Analytical Scenarios
As shown in Table 4.4, for each task group, we proposed a list of candidate solutions for
cluttered diagrams as follows: techniques for overview tasks are the ones solely able to
solve the uninterpretable representation; for general low-level tasks, the chosen techniques
solve or reduce mainly the occlusion issue; techniques for graph low-level tasks solved
ambiguity and in some cases also occlusion issue.
Overview Tasks. In [195], a fast hardware-assisted layout technique was used to
visually analyze large real world graphs to detect patterns. It used information of nodes
and links density to reduce dynamically the number of visible items, allowing map portions
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to be revealed and reducing visual clutter. In particular, it aggregated nodes and links
according to their spatial proximity. As drawback, it increased the overlapping of nodes
and links, making the ambiguity and occlusion issues more frequent.
Edge bundling is one of the main techniques that makes a layout more easy to interpret.
In edge bundling, links of a graph are bundled together according to defined conditions.
In the first generation of such algorithms [135, 193, 158, 82, 35, 83, 67, 102], without
considering the combination with other techniques, the main benefit was merely the re-
duction of the number of visible items. Moreover, they reduced the space dedicated to
the links, increasing the possibility to make nodes and map portions visible. As opposite,
the aggregation of links leaded to a more ambiguous visualization.
Edge Bundling techniques were also designed to manage multivariate networks. Divided
Edge Bundling (DEB) [150] was able to separate opposite-direction bundles, emphasizing
the graph structure. Skeleton-Based Edge Bundling (SBEB) [62] bundled similar links
according to directions and also further variables associated to links. The ambiguity of
links sharing the same node was solved only for links with a different attribute, e.g. links
with opposite direction.
SideKnot [127] focused on ambiguity caused to overlapping links, aggregating only
links that share the same node. Although it did not reduce the ambiguity, with respect
to the aforementioned bundling techniques, it did not even increase that problem.
General low-level tasks. Winding Roads [103], Graph Bundling by Kernel Density
Estimation (KDEEB) [89], and Attribute-Driven Edge Bundling (ADEB) [128], compared
to previous Edge Bundling approaches, were able to avoid overlapping of links with all
nodes and with map portions decided at priori. In this way, they removed the ambiguity
and occlusion issues related to the overlapping of links with nodes. Similarly, Touch-
Bundling [147] is a multi touch technique that aggregates edges but interactively.
MoleView [90] is a semantic lens that revealed a set of data elements located within
the lens’ radius and having an attribute value defined by the user. In case of node-link
diagrams, the lens moved around the lens the control points of links. EdgeAnalyzer [126]
is able to select specific sub-groups of links on dense areas. Both techniques were able to
reveal nodes, links and map portions occluded by the links.
Graph low-level tasks. Links can be drawn as curves in a 3D space to reduce
ambiguity issues, snapping nodes over a geographical surface to preserve the spatial con-
text [33, 121]. Curved links allowed more screen space compared to their straight coun-
terparts and potentially reduced visual clutter [189]. However, 3D curving links required
the user to navigate over the visual space. Hence, the effectiveness of such technique
depended on the camera view position. The ambiguity related to links connected to the
same nodes was solved in 2D [21, 20] and in 3D [19] visualizations increasing the angle
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between incidents links of every node. Analogously, Interactive Link Fanning [136] cre-
ated space between links incident to a selected node, to show labels or arrowheads for
individual links.
With Link Magnet [136], when a visual object like a circle representing a data attribute
was dragged, links were attracted according to the attribute value of the link. Meanwhile,
with Interactive Link Legends [136], link curvature encoded semantic information such
as different types of links in multivariate graphs. The above mentioned approaches par-
tially solved the ambiguity related to links sharing the same node, because they required
additional information of the links.
Edge bundling techniques can be designed to reduce ambiguities. Stub Bundling [123]
bundled links that shared nodes, and put them in parallel to facilitate the display of
additional data attributes by varying width or color. Hence, it solved the (link,link)2 am-
biguity problem. Ambiguity-Free Edge-Bundling (AFEB) [110], respect to the previous
technique, was also able to reroutes links that passed over nodes reducing the (node,link)
ambiguity. TouchStrumming [147] is able to vibrate a link of interest. In this way, the
ambiguities related to crossing links, and overlapping of nodes and links is solved. Interac-
tive Bundling [136] was an interactive technique that generated crossing-minimal bundles
that were routed to distinguish them. Moreover, changing the focus area, the user can
also choose which map portion reveal. Finally, Edge Routing with Ordered Bundles [133]
was able to fulfill most of our criteria. Here, links were placed in parallel channels to
avoid overlaps. Additionally, Clustered Edge Routing [17] allowed the user to define the
links to cluster. The last two approaches could theoretically be used to create flow maps,
however, the result has to be evaluated in terms of aesthetic.
Wong et al. [187] proposed EdgeLens ; a technique that iteratively curved graph links
away from the point of focus. This consented to disambiguate the relationship between
nodes and links without losing information. An analogous multi-touch technique was
PushLens [147]. 3DArcLens [42] extended the functionalities of EdgeLens, distinguishing
the distorted links around the lens. As drawback, the distorted links may crossed with
the surrounding lines causing further ambiguity2. With Edge Plucking, the user can
drag groups of links away to clarify cluttered zones and specify links or nodes to be left
unmoved [186]. However, Edge Plucking required a certain amount of manual effort.
Bearing this in mind, Schmidt et al. [147] designed (but not implemented) multi-touch
interaction techniques based on link displacement. With such techniques, the user had
freedom to modify the layout of every links to reveal items or solve ambiguities. In
particular, TouchPlucking is a multi touch variant of Edge Plucking; TouchPinning is
able to alter the trajectory of selected links as long as the user desire.
2For more information, see Chapter 5.
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Table 4.5: Techniques to reduce unaesthetic representation in geographic node-link diagram for Associa-
tive Visualization Tasks.
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Flow Map Layout * * - - - 
Supervised Flow Map Layout   - - - 
Conuent Spiral Drawings,  
Flow Map Layout via Spiral Trees 
   - - 
Necklace Maps - * -  * 
4.6.2 Descriptive Scenario
In Associative visualization tasks, the techniques focus on the problem of unaesthetic
representation as shown in Table 4.5. In literature, they are called presentation-oriented
techniques [101].
Associative visualization tasks. In Necklace Map [153], nodes were rearranged in
circular layouts to remove the overlapping between them. However, the spatial context of
nodes was preserved for two reasons: the nodes were moved not too far from their original
position and the color of nodes was used to associate them with their original location on
the background map.
Phan et al. [129] developed a method to generate a flow map layout in a recursive
and simple manner. The overlapping between links and nodes is only partially solved
because undesired crossings may occur. However, in a post processing phase, user has
the possibility to modify flow lines by moving their control points. Debiasi et al. [41]
presented a method to generate flow map layouts using a force directed approach to
remove the (link-node),(node-node) overlapping3.
A second generation of flow map algorithms was developed to satisfy all the criteria
related to the partial overlapping of links. Verbeek et al. [174] introduced a method using
spiral trees, i.e. links are logarithmic spirals, implemented as cubic Hermite splines. A
different approach called Confluent Spirals [123] consisted of smooth drawings in which
link direction are represented by increasing curvature.
3For more information, see Chapter 7.
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4.7 Conclusions
The scope of this work is not the creation of a rank of techniques, but a schematization
that helps the reader to decide, given a task, which are the candidate solutions that help
to reduce the clutter in a geographical node-link diagram.
This work provides a list of criteria to classify the effects of the visual clutter on
geographic node-link diagrams on different scenarios. Moreover, it offers guidelines for
the design of novel techniques, helping the researchers to focus on a well-defined list of
criteria to fulfill.
Looking at Table 4.4, it is possible to notice the high heterogeneity of edge bundling
techniques in exploratory and analytical scenarios. One the one hand, they can be used to
simplify the visualization in terms of visible items. On the other hand, they can be used
to solve both ambiguity and occlusion issues. However, no static edge bundling technique
is able to solve the occlusion of a hidden portion of a map not defined at priori. In that
case, the use of an interactive approach is recommended. Moreover, although eye tracking
studies revealed that small angles can slow down and trigger extra eye movements [88],
no edge bundling technique tried to maximize the angle between crossing links. Instead,
they put the bundled links in parallel and increase the space between them.
Furthermore, some techniques are able to solve both ambiguity and occlusion issues.
Thus, they can be used to facilitate both general low level tasks and graph low level tasks.
As opposite, there are techniques that, improving the interpretation of the visualization,
cause an increment of the ambiguity and occlusion issues.
Additionally, only approaches that put in parallel links with no restriction on graph
topology, are able to solve the ambiguities of crossing links. As opposite, approaches that
put in parallel only links that share nodes, are able to solve the ambiguity of overlapping
links. In exploratory and analytical scenario, no technique is able to solve the occlusion of
items caused by nodes without losing their geographical context or removing them from
the visualization.
In descriptive scenario, only one approach (Necklace Map) satisfies the partial over-
lapping criteria related to overlapping nodes. The reason is the difficulties in rearranging
the nodes without losing their geographic information.
Respect to the organization of items, this work focuses on the overlapping of items.
However, other aspects may cause visual clutter, such as the abnormal link lengths [178]
and the asymmetry of the items [54].
As future work, we plan to extend this schematization into a classification of techniques,
based on their intent, e.g. “put in parallel”, “aggregate”, “push away”. Furthermore, we
could include techniques that act on other visual variables such as color, final image
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rendering, etc.
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Chapter 5
3DArcLens: Interactive Network Analysis on Geographic
Surfaces
If a picture is worth a thousand words,
then an interface is worth a
thousand pictures.
–Ben Shneiderman.
5.1 Overview
Geographic datasets such as international telecommunications traffic, financial flows, trad-
ing patterns, and national migration patterns describe the movement of entities between
geographical locations. In spatial relations analyses, the exact route of the connections is
not important. Hence, one of the most preferred methods for their depiction is a graph
representation with data nodes layered over a geographical surface (such as a flat map
or a virtual globe). However, as mentioned in Chapter 2, a large number of links and
their organization can produce visual clutter causing occluded items and ambiguities in
the graph representation.
In this chapter, we present a novel focus+context technique for 2D and 3D virtual
environments that interactively distorts and filters links, revealing underneath information
about: nodes, links and geographical surface. Moreover, it reduces the ambiguity caused
by the overlapping of links with other links and nodes. In our case studies, we observed
that such technique is an advantage for tasks that include the exploration of geographical
networks. Part of the work in this chapter was previously published in [37, 42]1.
1As additional material, a video showing a demo of the presented technique was included in the related published papers.
It is available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AzORB5sdoxc&list=PLlB_rfTJJP4S6ErhbjToH0JHe89wc5WZg&
index=1
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.1: Combined strategies that characterize 3DArcLens.
5.2 Introduction
A huge amount of geographical data is available nowadays. Many of these datasets de-
scribe the relations of spatial entities, represented in form of graph. Examples of such
datasets are international telecommunications traffic, financial flows, trading patterns,
and national migration patterns [161]. Representations based on geographical maps can
be useful to the study of these datasets, e.g. allow users to reason about geographic
patterns of the spatial entities.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the main visualization used to express both relational and
geographical information of the data is the node-link diagram, where nodes are located
on top of a flat map or a globe. In both solutions, the depiction of considerable amount of
links over an area often causes occlusion, either on the nodes and links or on the layered
geographical map. The latter is particular important due to the geographical information
encoded into the dataset. For example, if the dataset to be analyzed describes tourist
flows then it can be relevant to visualize the layered map that contains the major touristic
attractions in the world. Moreover, the overlap of links with nodes and crossing links often
cause ambiguity in the graph representation.
Although the user can pan, tilt and zoom the camera, in some situations this in not
enough to reveal the hidden information and to solve ambiguities. In addition, the required
time to compute these interactions might not be acceptable. Moreover, performing the
operations in 3D space can be disorienting for the user [95]. Since the nodes encode
geographical information, techniques that rearrange node positions, such as graph layout
approaches [94, 55] are not recommended.
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In this chapter, we introduce a novel focus+context technique called 3DArcLens that
interactively reduces the occlusion and the ambiguity problems without removing links
or moving nodes. We define a lens based technique that acts on the links depending on
their position and incident nodes. In particular, if the interactive lens intersects only with
the link and not with its incident nodes, then the link is replaced with an aesthetically
pleasing curve placed around the lens to be easily traced, see Figure 5.1(a). If the link has
an incident node inside the lens, the node is visualized as a sphere with an unique color,
meanwhile the segment inside the lens is not drawn and the rest is colored conforming to
the node’s color, see Figure 5.1(b). Due to the fact that the links that depict relational
data do not represent real routes, changing their shape or not drawing a part of them
does not affect the information they represent. Combined, these two methods allow
the visualization of elements inside the lens (map, nodes and links) to be clutter free.
Moreover, they reduce the ambiguity among nodes and links. Additionally, deformed links
are placed on different distance from the lens to reduce the ambiguity among crossing links,
see Figure 5.1(c). This interactive lens is specifically designed to support the identification
of elements of geographical networks as well as the exploration of the layered map with
2D and 3D views preserving their geographic context, i.e. flat map and virtual globe.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.3 introduces the problem of large num-
ber of links drawn in a limited geographical surface. Section 5.4 describes our theoretical
framework. Some case studies are performed in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6, a compari-
son with similar techniques is made, and a discussion on the limitation of the proposed
technique is done. We conclude with some remarks about the usability of the technique
in Section 5.7.
5.3 Arc congestions over a geographic surface
The undesired situation addressed by this work is when a large number of links is drawn
in a limited geographical surface. On the one hand, it may cause occlusion of nodes, links
and background map. On the other hand, it may cause ambiguity in the final 2D image,
e.g. some link may cross over a node making the false impression that the two items are
connected.
Formally, there is a 3D (resp. 2D) space U defined by a Cartesian space (x, y, z) ∈ R3
(resp. (x, y) ∈ R2). A geographic surface S is the surface of a volume, e.g. a virtual globe
or a flat plane, within U . Nodes in the set N are points located over S. An arc a is a link
representation composed by a sequence of points p1, p2, ..., pn ∈ U such that the first and
the last points represent nodes (i.e. p1, pn ∈ N).
We assume that, given a geographic visualization, the user is interested in analyzing at
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the time only a subset (focus) of the entire data (context) according to a geographic area.
Consequently, the arcs, nodes, and surface of interest are formally defined below. S ′ is
the area of interest over S and N ′ contains the nodes of interest such that are inside S ′.
Furthermore, we define the arcs in focus according to their connected nodes. As shown
in Figure 5.2, the arcs of interest are the ones with one endpoint in N ′. The arcs of high
interest are the ones with both endpoints in N ′. The undesired arcs are the arcs that
occlude S ′ and are not arcs of interest neither arcs of high interest. Finally, the context
arcs are the arcs in background (i.e. the arcs in the context).
Figure 5.2: The arcs are classified according to their relations with the area of interest.
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The area S ′ is visible if it is not occluded by the geographical surface S, and fully
visible if it is visible and there are no undesired arcs.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Arc congestion over a geographic surface. (a) fully visible area (S′1), visible area (S
′
2) that is
partially hidden by undesired arcs and not visible area (S′3) occluded by the globe. (b) After moving the
camera, the area S′2 becomes fully visible.
Figure 5.3 shows examples of arc congestion over a geographic surface: there are three
area of interests S ′1,S
′
2, and S
′
3 identified by a colored circle. In Figure 5.3(a), S
′
1 is fully
visible, it is possible to see the nodes inside the area and their connected arcs. S ′2 is visible,
in fact some arcs occlude a portion of its area. Figure 5.3(b) shows the same area S ′2 but
from a different camera view v, in this case S ′2 becomes fully visible. S
′
3 is placed in the
hidden hemisphere so it is not visible.
This chapter proposes a solution to the following research question: How can we reduce
the arc congestion in a given area, revealing information about the nodes, the arcs and
the geographic surface without moving the camera view and with no information loss.
This question is formalized by the following constraints (C) and requirements (R):
C1. No arc or node is removed from the scene to preserve all the information related to
the visible elements of the network.
C2. Nodes are not moved due to the importance of their geographical location.
C3. The surface S must not be deformed due to the importance of its geographical
context.
R1. The hidden information on the visible area S ′ will be revealed, in particular about
the following visual items, listed by importance in descending order: (a) The location
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: (a) The lens is represented as a circle over the globe, hence the lens’ shape is not distortion-
free. (b) Our adopted approach: the lens is a circle in 2D screen space.
of the nodes in N ′. (b) The arcs of high interest. (c) The arcs of interest. (d) The
map layered on S ′. (e) The undesired arcs, although they cause the clutter, they
may encode useful information to the viewer. (f) The context arcs.
R2. A visible selected S ′ will be fully visible without the need to change the viewpoint.
R3. After selecting an area of interest, the solution will work also if the camera view is
changed. Formally, let S ′ the visible selected area for a set of viewpoints, S ′ must be
always fully visible.
5.4 Proposed Approach
As mentioned in Section 5.2, our goal is to facilitate the visual exploration of both geo-
graphical network and layered map when arc congestion situations occur. Our proposed
technique uses a lens metaphor that is defined by a given point of focus and a radius.
A possible design choice is to represent the lens as a circle that follows the terrain.
Therefore, its shape is not distortion-free. As shown in Figure 5.4(a), if the camera is
tilted the area of the lens becomes oval. For this reason we opted to represent the lens
as a circle in screen space with the radius r in pixels. Hence, the camera movement does
not affect the lens’ shape and the zoom interaction does not change the lens radius, see
Figure 5.4(b). Up to now, we refer to S ′ as the area of interest that is covered by the
lens.
As shown in Figure 5.5, the lens combines different strategies.
Deform arcs. The undesired arcs are distorted in a way that they do not pass though
the geographical surface covered by the lens (i.e. S ′). The distortion is applied not only
to the subsegments affected by the lens, but also to the entire curve making arcs easier to
trace. In fact the arcs are depicted as splines composed by a sequence of control points.
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Figure 5.5: Each class of arcs is represented in a different way. Context arcs are drawn with transparency,
undesired arcs are deformed, arcs of interest are colored differently and parts of them are filtered out,
and arcs of high interest are white colored.
Color arcs and nodes. The arc congestion may be also caused by arcs of interest,
thus their subsegments inside the lens are filtered out from the visualization. This strategy
permits to clearly identify the nodes inside the lens and the arcs of high interest. What
is important to know about each arc is not its shape but which are the incident nodes.
Bearing this in mind, each node of interest is represented as a colored sphere and each
arc of interest is colored with the same color of its incident node inside the lens. Nodes
of interest are therefore easily identified together with their incidents arcs. Moreover, the
surrounding map is also revealed (R1 is satisfied).
Disambiguate arcs. It might happen that arcs might share a common space from
a given perspective causing ambiguity in the visualization, as depicted in Figure 5.6(a).
Hence, these arcs are shifted to the border of the lens and because of their intersection
(yellow arrow on Figure 5.6(b)) the two sides of the arcs can no longer be traced. Although
this drawback can be alleviated by applying different color for each arc, we instead decided
to update the arcs’s distance to the lens circumference based on its distance to the point
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of focus (see Figure 5.6(c)). This distortion can have negative implications in: (1) the
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6: (a) Crossing arcs. (b) Crossing arcs deformed by the lens. (c) Arcs deformed by the lens with
shapes easier to trace. In these images green arcs are arcs of interests and red arcs are undesired arcs.
context arcs that are near the lens area, (2) the arcs of interest and consequently their
incident nodes. To limit the first case, all the context arcs are colored with a medium
level of transparency. For the analysis of those visual elements, the user can move the
lens over that location or increase the size of the lens. Regarding the second case, during
the rendering phase the arcs of interest are drawn on top of the other elements.
If the user navigates, tilts or pans the camera, the lens still reveals hidden information
of S ′ previously covered by the lens (i.e. S ′ remains fully visible thus R3 is satisfied). In
fact, its movement is snapped to the terrain to improve the system usability; the camera
movement affects the lens position in screen coordinates but not its geographical position,
see Figure 5.7.
Moreover, the effect of the lens is transient, i.e. the deformed arcs return to their
original shape when not marked as undesired arcs. If the user detects an area that
requires further investigation and that is cluttered by arcs (i.e. S ′ is visible but not fully
visible), then without moving the camera, he/she can drag the lens to that geo-location
to reveal the hidden information (i.e. S ′ becomes fully visible thus R2 is satisfied).
5.4.1 Implementation Details
Each arc is designed as a relaxed cubic spline composed by a sequence of points p1, p2, ..., pn ∈
R3 that are defined by a sequence of equal-distance control points cp1, cp2, ..., cpm ∈ R3
where cp1 is the source node and cpm is the target node, see Figure 5.8(a). With cubic
splines, it is possible to design polynomial curve segments controlling their shape in an
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7: Navigation and panning are used in combination with the lens to highlight the edges and
the nodes over a given location. The camera view changes but the lens is always focused on the selected
area. The lens can be applied on a globe (a)(b) or on a flat map (c)(d).
easy way and that pass through given data points.
The altitude of the control points over the geographical surface follows the formula
of similar works [33, 121]: 1 + H sin(xpi) where H is the maximum height and x varies
between 0 and 1 along the arcs path. The H parameter is equal to l/4 to take into account
the path length l.
To detect whether a point that composes the arc or a node is contained inside the
lens area, we use the two combined approaches: (1) in screen coordinates, we check if the
distance between the element and the lens center is less than the lens radius. (2) using a
ray-cast technique, we check if the line that connects the viewpoint with the element in
the world space does not intersect the surface.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.8: The steps required to apply the effects of the lens over the arcs are the following: (a) each arc
is composed by m control points, (b) one or more couples of consecutive intersecting points are detected,
(c) for each couple, a new control point is used to deform the arc.
Arcs deformation. The main aspect of the deformation of undesired arcs is that
the original control points are removed and then new control points are created making
curves more aesthetically pleasing and easier to trace. For this class of arcs, the algorithm
is defined by two steps that are executed at every frame, before the main rendering phase:
Step 1. The undesired arcs are found and the intersecting points between these arcs
and the circumference of the lens are detected. These points are defined as ip1, ip2, ... ⊂
p1, p2, ..., pn such that, in screen coordinates, they are the nearest to the real intersection
points ∈ R2. Then, the algorithm identifies the couples of consecutive intersecting points
that will be used to create the new control points of the cubic curve, see Figure 5.8(b).
This step is based on a GPU-based implementation to achieve an acceptable frame rate.
The points that compose the lines are passed to the GPU into a single buffer. Then, a
geometry shader computes the intersecting points to be passed to the next step using the
transform feedback buffer.
Step 2. The sets of control points are updated and the arcs are redrawn. As shown in
Figure 5.8(c), for each undesired arc, the control points inside the lens are removed and
a new control point cp? is created and placed over the lens’ circumference.
The formula to calculate the screen coordinates of the new control point cp? starting
from the couple of points {ip1, ip2} is the following:
mp = (ip1 + ip2)/2;
cp? = c+ r ∗ ˆ(mp− c);
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mp is the middle point between ip1 and ip2, c is the center of the lens and r is the
radius of the lens. The aforementioned formula is applied to the x and y attribute of cp?,
meanwhile the z dimension, that is the screen depth-coordinate, is calculated taking the
middle value between the z of ip1 and ip2. Finally, the deformed arc is drawn reconverting
the cp? in world coordinates and recomputing the points p1, p2, . . . , pn.
Control points relocation. The feature that reduces ambiguity when the shifted
arcs can no longer be traced is shown in Figure 5.9(a) and described in the following steps:
Step 1. The lens is divided in p sections of equal area. For each new control point cp?,
the distance in screen coordinates between its associated mp and the center lens is stored,
see Figure 5.9(b). Therefore, for each section a list of control points ordered according to
their distance is computed.
Step 2. Each control point is moved from the lens center, according to the distance as
depicted in Figure 5.9(c). A maximum distance is defined to limit the effect in a closed
area around the lens.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.9: In the basic solution (a) new control points are placed around the lens. In the advanced
solution (b) the lens is subdivided in sections. Control points are ordered according to the distance factor
relative to their sector. (c) Control points are placed at different distances from the lens center around
the lens.
The sector-based approach is applied to separate the control points that do not share
the same location in screen space. For example, if there are two deformed arcs respectively
on the opposite sides of the lens, due to the fact that are in different sectors, no control
point will be relocated.
Arc segments filtering. For the creation of the arcs of interest, the steps are the
following:
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Step 1. As preprocessing phase, a different color is assigned for each node. During the
rendering phase, if the node is inside the lens and it is visible, than a sphere colored with
the node’s color is generated.
Step 2. Every part of the arc inside the lens is drawn completely transparent using the
blending function, and the rest of the arc is colored with the same color of its incident
node inside the lens.
We added two graphical components to the GUI to facilitate the interaction with the
system: a slider interface allowing the user to readjust the lens radius and a button to
place the lens at the center of the screen. This last feature is handy when the user loses
sight of the lens while navigating.
5.4.2 Input Parameters
The parameters required by the algorithm affect directly the quality of the result.
The first parameter is the number of control points m. If the number of control points
is too high, the deformation technique affects only a small localized area. As opposite, if m
is too low, the edges are deformed along their entire length. As depicted in Figure 5.10,
the advantage of using low number of control points appears evident, however, if the
geographical surface is over a globe and both incidents nodes are placed in different
hemisphere, there are extreme cases where the curve may pass through the geographical
surface. For such reason, we set m equal to 7, to avoid to overlapping with the globe.
The second parameter is the number of sectors p. If p is high, only the control points
close with each other will be placed with different distances from the lens center. As
opposite, if the value is too low, more layers will be used. This decision is up to the user.
In our tests we used p = 4.
Another parameter is the number of points n that compose each arc. Higher the value
is and smoother will be the curve. We set n = 200 to have a good balance between the
aesthetic result and the performance.
The last parameter is the radius of the lens r. Since this value has a considerable
impact on the effectiveness of the proposed technique, the user can modify the lens size
during the exploration of the network.
5.4.3 Graphical Performance
3DArcLens was developed extending NASA WorldWind2, an open source virtual globe,
and was tested on a single processor Intel Xeon 2.26 GHz equipped with an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 280 with 1024 MB dedicated video memory. We take as metric the frame
rate to measure the graphical performance of our technique. Table 5.1 shows the fps
2http://worldwind.arc.nasa.gov/java/
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Short edges Long edges
(a) Initial situation (b) Initial situation
(c) Good case using few control points (d) Bad case using few control points
(e) Bad case using many control points (f) Good case using many control points
Figure 5.10: Two situations, one with short length edges (left column) and one with long edges (right
column). Examples showing advantages and drawbacks of using high and low number of control points.
In these images, the red color is used to depict undesired arcs.
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on WorldWind with and without 3DArcLens, taking into account datasets with different
number of arcs tot arcs.
Table 5.1: The fps are shown with and without the use of 3DArcLens on WorldWind.
tot arcs fps (WW) fps (WW + 3DArcLens)
600 55 - 56 20 - 22
3000 33 - 35 15 - 17
15000 8 - 10 6 - 7
The performance of 3DArcLens depends mainly on the number of arcs that are dis-
torted. The Table 5.2 shows the fps on WorldWind taking into account the deformed
arcs of the dataset with 3000 arcs.
Table 5.2: The fps and the number of deformed arcs are shown on WorldWind.
def arcs fps (WW + 3DArcLens)
0 21
150 18
300 15
400 13
5.5 Case Studies
We test our technique on two different case studies: monitor network infrastructure and
analyze mobile phone records.
Monitor network infrastructure. Maintainers need to accurately understand the
large-scale geographic structure of the Internet infrastructure. They want to explore
interesting patterns on the global level, as well as details up to city level. Internet is
composed to millions of routers. Hence, the user needs to analyze the network on a
higher level of abstraction; the dataset is preprocessed such that the nodes of the graph
are Autonomous Systems (AS), i.e. groups of routers. This network covers the entire world
and presents dense areas because ASes are not distributed evenly. Their geolocation is
derived from the IP addresses. Each node has a traffic degree, i.e. the number of unique
neighbors that appear on either side of an AS in adjacent links [109]. The links are their
direct connections with a traffic degree corresponding to the highest degree from their
connecting nodes.
The user is supported with a node-link representation over a globe. The nodes with
low transit degree were filtered out to avoid over-plotting. The graph is composed to 220
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Figure 5.11: Node-link diagram over a globe. Each node is a group of routers. The color of the links
expresses the data traffic. The graph is characterized by dense areas.
nodes and 4842 links3. The link color is based on its transit degree and may vary from a
white-red gradient (white color means low degree and red color means high degree). The
links are also colored with a medium level of transparency to reveal the background map,
see Figure 5.11.
In this visualization, the large number of links in small areas cause occlusion of impor-
tant information. There are also ambiguities on the graph representation: it is not easy
to understand whether a link is connected to a node or pass through it. Moreover, two
arcs may occupy the same screen space.
The user can drag 3DArcLens over the area of interest and can increase/decrease its size
using the keyboard buttons, see Figure 5.12. Furthermore, the links that are completely
inside the lens became visible because the segments of the other links that are inside
the lens are not drawn. Here, the lens is able to reveal information about groups of
ASes located in dense areas. On the other hand, if the task is the exploration of long
connections from ASes inside the lens, the user has only to move the camera view without
taking care of the lens object, see Figure 5.13. The links in analysis are colored without
transparency to facilitate the task.
From the visual exploration of the network, it was noticed that dense groups of inter-
connected nodes are mainly located in the center of Europe, in Asia, and in the USA.
Moreover, the ASes with highest traffic degree are located in the United States.
Analyze airport connections. Airplane trajectories recorded by the air traffic au-
thorities enable to analyze traffic or devise new ways of managing airspace. The graph
3Dataset made publicly available by CAIDA Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis, http://www.caida.org/home/.
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Figure 5.12: 3DArcLens reveals connections among ASes in a dense area. The user can increase/decrease
the lens size.
Figure 5.13: 3DArcLens highlights long connections with ASes in the lens focus. The user moves the
camera view without taking care of the lens object.
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Figure 5.14: Node-link diagram over a flat map. Each node is a destination of outgoing calls from
Naples in a range of three months. The color of the links expresses the number of outlier days and the
thickness expresses the magnitude of calls over the entire time range. The graph is characterized by many
overlapping links.
represents the air traffic4. Vertices are airports and edges are direct flights. The edges are
derived from actual flight paths; since flights start and end in airports, edge endpoints are
spatially grouped. As shown in Figure 5.7, respect to the previous case study, the color
of nodes and links is used to facilitate the task “find connected airports”.
Analyze mobile phone records. In this case study, the data analyst wants to
visually explore international outgoing calls from Naples registered in three months with
1-day granularity5. In particular, he/she wants to know: which are the main destinations
of outgoing calls, which are the destinations with more outlier days (i.e. days with a high
number of calls with respect to the other days), and which is the trend of outgoing calls
during time.
The dataset is represented as a node-link diagram located on top of the world map.
Each link represents the number of outgoing calls from Naples to another country in a
specific day. The link color may vary from a white-red gradient (white color means few
outlier days and red color means many outlier days). Their thickness is proportional to
the number of calls over the entire time range on the target destination. The visualization
is characterized by a huge amount of overlapping links; links with the same destination
but referred to a different day will completely overlap, see Figure 5.14.
Although this is not considered the suitable visualization to answer the above questions,
we use this case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of 3DArcLens in situations of
overlapping links. As shown in Figure 5.15(a)(b), the lens disambiguates the overlapping
links revealing temporal information for a specific country. Respect to the previous case
4Dataset made publicly available by OpenFlights, http://openflights.org.
5Dataset made publicly available by Telecom Italia for the Big Data Challenge http://www.telecomitalia.com/tit/
it/bigdatachallenge.html.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.15: 3DArcLens disambiguates the overlapping links revealing temporal information for a specific
country.
study, the lens behavior is modified to reveal additional information; the color of the
deformed links identifies the number of calls for a specific day. It may vary from a white-
yellow gradient. White links have few calls and yellow links have many calls. Meanwhile,
red links identifies outlier days. The deformed links are also ordered around the lens with
respect to their day.
With the keyboard, the user can vary the screen space dedicated to the deformed links
and the lens size, see Figure 5.15(c)(d).
5.6 Discussion
Chapter 3 described different interaction techniques aiming at reduce clutter and ambigu-
ous situations. In this section, we compare our approach with three interactive lenses:
EdgeLens [187], MoleView [90], and Local Edge Lens [164].
EdgeLens is a technique that interactively curves graph edges, that are represented
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by straight lines, away from the point of focus in a flat plane. Although it helps to reduce
the occlusion issue and disambiguate the relationship between nodes and links without
losing information, it differs from 3DArcLens in the following aspects:
Arcs shape. EdgeLens is not designed to work with 3D arcs. In a 2D space, a straight
line is deformed by taking into consideration the start and end points (together with the
lens focus and radius). As opposite, with 3D arcs the distortion and selection of these
objects is more complex.
The view camera information. EdgeLens is not designed to work in 3D virtual environ-
ments, i.e. with camera movement techniques such as tilting. As opposite, the behavior
of our lens depends also on the position of the view camera; if the view camera changes,
the arcs affected can differ in both number and shape.
The occlusion problem. In 3D virtual environments, the effect of occlusion has to be
considered; arcs that intersect the lens having their extremities behind a geographical
surface can generate undesirable behaviors.
The coordinate systems. In 3D virtual environments, the distortion process must take
into account the screen coordinates and the world coordinates.
MoleView is another interactive technique to reveal what is hidden behind a congested
area. The control points of the links are moved around the lens meanwhile the links which
are selected in the lens do not move, making them easy to spot. Although this technique
gives satisfactory results, it differs from 3DArcLens in the following aspects:
Information about arcs. MoleView moves the control points inside the lens. As op-
posite, 3DArcLens puts more effort on the traceability of arcs. In particular, the control
points affected by the lens are replaced with others that are placed in different “orbits”
around the lens.
Geographical context. Our technique allows both the arcs and the map inside the lens
to be depicted without visual clutters.
Lens geo-position. In our technique the geographical position of the lens is considered.
This implies that, if the lens highlights a geographical area and the camera view moves,
then the lens remains still. However, the way it reveals what is hidden in that area maybe
differ.
Local Edge Lens is an interactive technique that draws in a local focus region only
links that connect certain nodes within the lens scope. It is designed to reveal nodes
occluded by context links and to reduce ambiguity caused by overlapping links.
Ambiguity problem. 3DArcLens gives more emphasis to the context links that are
deformed. As opposite, Local Edge Lens simply not draw them.
Limitations. Although choosing suitable colors is fundamental for an effective uti-
lization of 3DArcLens, the definition of a proper color pattern is not the aim of this work.
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Moreover, the effectiveness of the colors assigned to nodes depends on the task that has
to be accomplish. For example, one task might involve information about node attributes
that can be encoded in a color pattern defined at priori.
A potential shortcoming may arises if the dataset presents a large number of connected
nodes in a small location that is totally covered by the lens. In such case the visual clutter
is caused by the arcs of high interest. However, if the area of interest is reduced changing
the lens radius or zooming in, this issue can be considerably alleviated.
5.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we describe 3DArcLens, an interactive technique for exploring both geo-
graphical networks and geographic surfaces.
Our approach can be applied to virtual environment such as virtual globes and flat
maps with 3D arcs that are considered common tools for the analysis of geographic net-
works [33, 121, 26]. 3DArcLens works also on simple 2D virtual environments.
In our case studies, we observed certain advantages in applying our technique to the
exploration of geographical networks. Overall, our technique interactively distorts and fil-
ters links, revealing underneath information about: nodes, links and geographical surface.
However, since it is locally applied to a specific area, higher-level tasks such as finding
connectivity patterns remain difficult to achieve. Also, for datasets with ∼3000 edges the
frame rate of our prototype was acceptable. Yet, it might drop for much larger datasets.
Future improvements include shifting the generation of the splines to the GPU side and
the definition of an evaluation strategy focusing on the user.
A further case study that can benefit of 3DArcLens is the exploration of diagrams with
bundled links; as mentioned in Chapter 4, bundling techniques can reduce clutter but as
drawback they cause occlusion and ambiguity on the graph representation.
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Chapter 6
GeoPeels: Deformation-Based Technique for Exploration
of Geo-Referenced Networks
Computer science is no more about
computers than astronomy is about
telescopes.
–Edsger Dijkstra
6.1 Overview
Spatial relations between geographical entities are typically visualized as a node-link di-
agram that is depicted over a geographical layout. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
node-link diagram representation is well-suitable for tasks that require the analysis of the
topology and properties of a spatial graph because it is more intuitive with respect to the
matrix representation. However, the readability of node-link diagrams is one of the issues
studied in literature. In case of global networks, the depiction of links on a flat map can
be a misleading approach. This because the area of interest is the entire Earth, so one or
more “cuts” are required on the entire surface to “unfold” it and project it on a plane.
This aspect forces us to redesign the links that pass over a cut. Such aspect can be per-
formed using projections that preserve the links properties or using virtual globes. The
latter are considered mature visualization systems for the exploration of geo-referenced
networks. However, in virtual globes, we can visualize at most one hemisphere at a time.
In this chapter, we describe an interactive technique for virtual globes called GeoPeels,
which uses spatial deformations to reveal spatial information otherwise hidden behind the
geographical layout. Consequently, with respect to virtual globes, our approach reduces
the overall number of camera-view movements required to visualize and understand the
spatial relations, facilitating the graph-related tasks. The deformed geometries are ren-
dered around the globe, therefore, occupying space that otherwise would be unused. The
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evaluation of our approach is based on the analysis of the graphical performance, on a
comparison between our technique with existing approaches, and testing it within some
case studies. Part of the work in this chapter was previously published in [44, 43]1.
6.2 Introduction
Map visualization systems of geographical networks retain their traditional role of pro-
viding insight into geospatial patterns and relations. On the one hand, they provide
geospatial contextualization for each entity. On the other hand, they can be used to en-
rich entities with graphical elements like straight lines, circular arcs and curves, to give
emphasis to specific spatial relations.
A representative scenario is the monitor of network infrastructures: a maintainer wants
to understand the large-scale geographic structure of the network infrastructure. He/she
wants to explore interesting patterns on the global level, as well as details up to city
level. The navigation has to be in real-time and the visualization system has to provide
a familiar context.
To navigate in presentation spaces, when the network is limited to a small region,
the flat map with cylindrical projection is a widely accepted approach [116]. Moreover,
different techniques were used to facilitate the exploration of networks such as zooming
& panning, focus+context [130, 131, 60], overview & detail [32], and multi views [22, 18].
In case of global networks, e.g. supply chain networks [22], networks of climate sta-
tions [165], flight connections [83, 150], migration flows [161, 18, 73] and Internet traf-
fic [118, 33], the depiction of links on a flat map can be a misleading approach. This
because the area of interest is the entire Earth, so one or more “cuts” are required on the
entire surface to “unfold” it and project it on a plane. This aspect forces us to redesign
the links that pass over a cut. A link can be splitted in two parts or can be drawn in
another direction.
In the first case, when the display space contains the entire map, the user has to
mentally reconnect the link, increasing his/her mental strain. This issue is aggravated if
links are high in number. Alternatively, the use of an imaginary infinite plan would cause
redundant information related to nodes, arcs and map features.
In the second case, when the camera view is focused on a small region, the link would
give a misleading direction of its off-screen connected node. As opposite, with the nodes
both visible, the link would cross the entire map giving a misleading impression of the
actual geographic distance between nodes [26].
1As additional material, a video showing a demo of the presented technique was included in the related published papers.
It is available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hhg88Am-kDA.
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As described in details in Section 6.4, such aspects can be alleviated using projections
that preserve the links properties or using virtual globes. The latter are considered mature
visualization systems for the exploration of geo-referenced networks. In the past, they were
used by Cox et al. [33] to visualize Internet traffic over the NFSNET/ANSnet backbone
and by Munzner et al. [121] to map the MBone routers. In climate research domain, the
analysis of climate data as complex network theory is considered a powerful approach [51].
In such context, the globe is commonly used [165, 124]. Globes are also used in frameworks
for management and monitoring of large scale distributed systems [106]. With respect to
general 3D visualizations, globes allow the user little chance of becoming disoriented [13,
57]. As drawback, in virtual globes, we can visualize at most one hemisphere, so nodes
and links may become occluded.
In this chapter, we propose GeoPeels, a distortion-based technique for the visualization
of spatial relations in geographical data, where the occlusion issue is solved. Our technique
is optimized for graph-related tasks, such as explore node connections, for global datasets
characterized of groups of nodes.
In summary, GeoPeels provides an answer to the following research question: Given
a geographic node-link diagram on a globe, how can we reveal nodes and links of interest
that are occluded by the globe shape without moving the camera view and preserving the
links and the geographical context of the nodes.
Our approach is based on a virtual globe that automatically deforms the terrain surface
to avoid the occlusion of key data nodes and links. Moreover, the terrain deformation
is automatically adjusted to alleviate the issue of geometries rendered outside the screen
view. Instead of reveal the entire Earth surface, only regions considered important are
deformed. In this way, likewise to the interrupted projections, the distortion is reduced.
GeoPeels requires information about the camera view, nodes and links.
In the exploration of spatial relations, our technique is used in combination to zoom
and pan. Furthermore, GeoPeels does not require the operator to define visual node-link
attributes, e.g. we do not use attributes like color and size of a node. Hence, the latter can
be used to encode additional information. Alternatively, our technique can be combined
with other strategies, for example, to reduce the visual clutter.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 6.3 itemizes a list of requirements that
a technique for the exploration of geo-network should take care. Section 6.4 describes
previous related work and alternative novel approaches that may partially fulfill the above
requirements. Section 6.5 introduces our approach. Section 6.6 describes some case studies
to illustrate our technique. Section 6.7 explains the list of parameters and how to use
them. Section 6.8 provides an analysis of the graphical performance. Section 6.9 describes
our approach with respect to the aforementioned requirements. We conclude with some
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Table 6.1: Design requirements fulfilled by existing strategies and alternatives approaches.
Approaches R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 
Abstract Context - - Y - Y - 
Position-based Techniques Y - Y Y Y - 
Multi Views Y Y Y - Y Y 
Static Projection 
         Mercator with unsplitted links Y P Y Y Y - 
         Mercator with links mapping direction Y P Y - Y Y 
         Myriahedral projection Y Y Y Y Y - 
Dynamic Projection 
         Mercator on an infinite plane  Y Y Y - Y Y 
         Mercator with unsplitted links Y Y Y Y - Y 
         Azimuthal equidistant projection P Y Y Y P Y 
Virtual Globe Y Y - Y Y Y 
Candidate 1. Transparent Globe Y P Y - Y Y 
Candidate 2. Globe+Mirror Y Y Y - Y Y 
interrupted projections - for example William-Olsson's   equal-area star, Steinhauser's 
conoalactic,  Fuller's dymaxion or the   various cubic projections that exist. 
 
remarks about the usability of the proposed technique and future work in Section 6.10.
6.3 Design Requirements
We define a list of requirements that a visualization should take care to facilitate the
interactive exploration of geographical networks:
R1. Geo-context awareness. The visualization should provide a familiar geographical
context, allowing the user to recognize easily the location of each visible feature (e.g.
the nodes of the network) [160].
R2. Surrounding context preserved. In every frame, a portion of the area surrounding
each visible node should be visible [60].
R3. Topology awareness. In every frame, the items (i.e. nodes and edges) should be
visible simultaneously (or at least should be provided some visual cues to indicate
their position), regardless of their location on the presentation space [116, 69, 60].
R4. Spatial continuity. The geographic space between visible nodes should be shown
to give a frame of reference [60]. The continuity involves also the links; if a link
is divided in different segments, the user has to mentally reconnect them, which
increases the mental strain. Moreover, nodes and links should not appear duplicated
in the same frame (i.e. with no redundancy).
R5. Temporal continuity. The navigation has to be a continuous process in time (with
responsive frame rate), allowing the user to maintain his/her mental map, i.e. the
cognitive model of the relationships between graph elements that he/she forms when
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viewing the node-link diagram [56, 114]. In the case of links, they cannot disappear
on one frame and then appear in a non-coherent position.
R6. Direction awareness. During the navigation, some notion of the real direction of
nodes of interest located off-screen should be available [60].
6.4 Candidate Techniques
Existing approaches together with novel possible alternatives that support partially the
aforementioned requirements, are described in this section and summarized in Table 6.1.
Abstract context. According to req. R1, the node-link diagram should be visualized
together with a background map. Hence, techniques with no spatial context, such as
origin-destination matrices [188], or with a generic spatial context such as ODMaps [188]
are not considered.
Multi Views. According to req. R4, nodes, links and the map have to be located in
a single view in which the map does not present interruptions. Thus, strategies based on
multi-views are not examined.
Position-based Techniques. The context is important, so techniques that relocate
nodes without taking care to their surround areas, such as force-directed techniques [94]
or interactive lenses like Bring Neighbors Lens [164] and Bring & Go [116], are not rec-
ommended (req. R2).
Static projection. Visualization systems, such as Arc Map [33], that use a static
projection, i.e. with no possibility to change the way the Earth surface is cut and unfolded,
are able to fulfill almost all the requirements. However, the surrounding context of nodes
located on the boundaries of the map is not preserved. Moreover, some links may not
express the real direction of off-screen nodes in real space. For example, in the standard
projection with Europe located at the center of the map, if the user focuses on Alaska,
all the visible links directed towards both Sweden and Russia will point to the same
direction, see Figure 6.1(a). Van Wijk presented Myriahedral projections [173], that rely
on methods for mapping the earth on a polyhedron with a large number of faces. The
polyhedron is then cut open and unfolded. The result are maps that conserve areas and
that are (almost) conformal. It uses interrupts to reduce the distortion. A Myriahedral
projection could be designed to create a 2D map that selects the “cuts” on the globe, such
that the spatial continuity among connected nodes and the context of regions of interest
are preserved. As drawback, it should require a customized visualization for each network
in input, see Figure 6.1(b).
Dynamic projection. A popular projection used to facilitate the navigation on
geographical networks is a cylindrical projection, such as the Mercator, that is mapped
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on an infinite plan. On the one hand, if links are always depicted as unique lines, their
length would not always represent the real direction of the connecting nodes, as mentioned
before. Moreover, changing the camera view, the links will be redrawn with no temporal
continuity, for example from Figure 6.1(e) to Figure 6.1(f). On the other hand, if links
are drawn such that they always express the direction among connected nodes, it may
happen that links will be composed to separated lines, for example from Figure 6.1(e) to
Figure 6.1(d).
If the aim is visualize focus nodes together with their connected nodes, the use of
azimuthal equidistant projection with the focus nodes in the center of the map is a rec-
ommended strategy, see Figure 6.1(c). However, such projection is not popular to explore
geographical networks and the distortion of areas and shapes dramatically increases with
distance from the center point. Consequently, the resulting map may not be perceived as
a familiar geographical context.
Virtual globe. Compared to flat maps, globes enable continuous navigation, pre-
serving the spatial coherence of nodes and links [53]. Moreover, with respect to general
3D visualizations, globes allow the user little chance of becoming disoriented [13, 57].
The main drawback is the occlusion of nodes and links caused by the globe shape. In
fact, at most one hemisphere is visible at a time. To solve the occlusion issue of globe
visualization, we studied different possible candidate solutions.
Cantidate 1. Transparent globe. Hidden nodes may be revealed applying trans-
parency to portions of the visible surface. As drawback, the revealed areas are not geo-
graphically coherent with the surrounding areas on the visible hemisphere.
Cantidate 2. Globe+Mirror. Another approach consists in the use of two views,
each showing one hemisphere, making all nodes visible. The views could be located
in separated spaces or integrated in the same presentation space. The latter could be
designed locating a “mirror” in the 3D space, behind the globe. In both cases, the
context switching is a negative aspect to consider; the user is forced to split his/her
attention between the views, increasing the cognitive load [179, 72].
6.5 Proposed Approach
In this work, we define a deformation-based technique that enables the interactive explo-
ration of spatial relations between geographical entities; in particular to facilitate graph-
related tasks, e.g. exploring the node connections.
As discussed in Section 6.4, the virtual globe has different advantages in terms of navi-
gation, and awareness of context and topology. We propose a technique that enriches the
idea of a virtual globe with the following features: a list of important nodes together with
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Screen view 
(a) Two links that point to opposite lo-
cations have almost the same direction.
(b) Links on a Myriahedral projection.(c) Links on an Azimuthal equidistant
projection centered on the North Pole.
(d) Link composed to 2 separated lines.(e) Link expressing the correct direc-
tion between nodes.
(f) Link expressing a fake direction.
Figure 6.1: Interactive Visualizations of geographic networks.
their surrounding areas, should be always occlusion-free. We formally define important
nodes according to the concept of a Degree of Interest (DOI) function. In literature, it
is used to rank the nodes located off-screen according to their interest for a particular
task [66, 69]. Here, we use such function to reveal nodes occluded by the globe.
In order to relocate important nodes that are occluded by the globe’s hemisphere,
without losing their background map context, we defined the concept of slice, which
corresponds to a portion of terrain that is occluded by the globe and that contains at
least one important node.
In the next sections, we use the terminology deformed slice to describe the geometry
of a slice that was “peeled” from the globe surface – which is represented as a continuous
concave surface with respect to the camera view. The concept of deformed slice can
be demonstrated with an orange: we can peel an orange to reveal its hidden parts, see
Figure 6.2.
The process to create and deform a slice is transparent to the operator. It entails the
creation of slices for important nodes that are not visible. The first node that is added
to a slice is called its primary node. Slices are created only if an occluded important
node can not be moved into an existent slice. This strategy ensures that nodes are never
occluded by the globe and the number of deformed slices is minimized.
The shape of each slice is defined as a rectangular geometry with the primary node
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Figure 6.2: The orange peel is the metaphor that inspired this work.
Figure 6.3: Each deformed slice is bended to fit inside the screen view.
located at the center with respect to the horizontal axis, and at a fixed position with
respect to the vertical axis. As additional feature, during the interactive exploration, the
deformed slice is bended to ensure the visibility of the geometry within the screen view,
see Figure 6.3.
We designed also an extension that performs a spatial selection of the important nodes,
that are the nodes connected to the ones in focus. We define in focus the list of nodes
that are inside the user-defined area. Remaining nodes are said to be in context, see
Figure 6.4. In this case, the DOI function is a binary function that assigns 1 to all
neighbors of currently in focus, and 0 to all others. Moreover, the nodes in the hidden
hemisphere that are not important are intrinsically filtered out, even if located in the
deformed slice.
The focus area is represented as a circle in screen space with a radius r in pixels. The
circular element remains still during the user navigation, e.g. tilt, pan and zoom. The
circle is snapped to the terrain to improve the system usability; the camera movement
affects the circle position in screen coordinates but not its geographical position.
GeoPeels was developed on top of NASA WorldWind, an open source virtual globe
that approximates the earth as a sphere. The proposed technique makes use of a spher-
ical reference system, which is described in Subsection 6.5.1. The overall procedure of
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Figure 6.4: Extension of GeoPeels: nodes are classified according to their position and the position of
their connected nodes.
GeoPeels is summarized in Subsection 6.5.2. In Subsection 6.5.3, we describe how nodes
are relocated if there are multiple slices as candidates. Finally, in Subsection 6.5.4, we
describe the function to manage the surface deformation. The parameters mentioned in
this section are described in details in Section 6.7.
6.5.1 Slice-Specific Spherical Reference System
The algorithm to check whether a node is inside a slice, to relocate a node, and to create
a slice is based on a spherical reference system RS, specific to a slice S. RS is defined by
the planes Pd and Pα.
The first plane, Pd, is identified by three points: the point that corresponds to the
node n we want to reveal, the center of the earth o, and c that is the camera view point l
projected over the globe, see Figure 6.5(a). For every point p on the globe, γ defines the
angle between the vector lp and the normal of the globe surface on p. If γ > pi/2 then the
point p is visible, otherwise it is occluded by the globe. Thus, we define x as the point on
the great circle, between c and n with angle γ = (pi/2) + 0.4.
Consider a second plane, Pα, to be perpendicular to Pd and to intersect o and x, see
Figure 6.5(b). Then, we have that the position of p is defined by RS(α, d), where d is
the perpendicular distance between p and Pd, and α is the angle between the plane Pα
and the plane perpendicular to Pd, which intersects the points o and p. See, respectively,
Figure 6.5(c) and Figure 6.5(d).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.5: The planes Pα, Pd are used to define a distinct spherical reference system for each slice. α
′
and d′ are values arbitrarily defined. Red lines are the intersections between the globe G and the planes.
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6.5.2 GeoPeels
Our approach can be summarized with the following procedure, which is executed every
frame before the rendering phase:
procedure GeoPeels
(1) List< Node > N := getNodesToRelocate();
List< Slice > S := ∅;
for each n ∈ N do
(3) bool hasSlice := hasCompatibleSlice(n, S)
if hasSlice = false then
(2) Slice s := createSlice(n)
S.add(s)
end if
end for
for each n ∈ N do
(3) Slice s := getChosenCompatibleSlice(n, S)
(4) relocateNode(n, s)
end for
(5) drawArcs()
for each s ∈ S do
(4) deformSlice(s)
end for
end procedure
(1) Retrieve the list of important nodes to relocate. The list of important
nodes to relocate, is computed by checking their angle γ; an important node, i.e. whose
DOI function returns 1, is added to the list if γ < (pi/2) + 0.4. The list considers the
occluded nodes together with the nodes that are placed near to the occluded hemisphere.
Afterwards, the list is sorted in descending order according to each node distance to the
camera view projected over the globe. This operation is useful to minimize the number
of slices.
(2) Slice creation procedure. Let RS(α
′, 0) be the position of a primary node, and
w and k the parameters to define respectively the width and the length of its slice. Then,
the slice is simply the set of all the points located in RS(α, d) such that d > −w, d < w,
α > 0, and α < αS, where αS = α
′ · k, see Figure 6.6(a).
(3) Retrieve compatible slices for a given node. A slice is compatible with
a node if the latter is inside the geographical area over the globe to be deformed, see
Figure 6.6(b). If we have more than a compatible slice for a node, then we need to use a
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: (a) Points used to define the slice. (b) n1 is the primary node of S. S is compatible for n2
but not for n3.
strategy to choose the best slice. Such strategy is described in details in Subsection 6.5.3.
(4) Deformation of a slice and relocation of a node. Each deformed slice is a grid
of points where we map the texture of the globe surface that corresponds to the area of
interest. Both, the nodes and the grid points are relocated over the globe and consequently
in altitude using the relocation function, explained in details in Subsection 6.5.4.
(5) Arc creation procedure. Arcs are splines composed of a sequence of control
points along the great circle that connects their two endpoints. Each control point has
the following altitude:
h = 1 + hmaxsin(pit) (6.1)
The parameter t ranges from 0 to 1, along the arc path. hmax is equal to a quarter of
the distance between the endpoints. Arcs that connect nodes that are both relocated, are
composed of control points with the following altitudes:
h∗ = h+ (hs + (he − hs)t) (6.2)
The parameters he and hs are respectively the altitudes of the two endpoints e and
s. The altitude is applied with respect to the normal vector of the globe surface, in the
point along the great circle. With this procedure, also arcs that connect relocated nodes
maintain an aesthetically pleasing shape.
6.5.3 Slice Selection Function
Deformed slices can occlude arcs, nodes and other slices. It is important to minimize the
number of deformed slices as well as to ensure that each node is not occluded by its com-
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.7: Our strategy to create slices and to choose which is the best one for each node.
patible slices. In this section, we describe the approach that satisfies these requirements.
Figure 6.7(a) shows our strategy in a projected 2D plane, to facilitate the explanation.
The steps are the following:
The nodes are selected in descending order with respect to the distance with the camera
view position projected over the globe. If the node has a compatible slice, then it is marked
as to relocate. Otherwise, we create the slice and the node became its primary node, see
red nodes in Figure 6.7(b). In a second round, we relocate the nodes. If a node has more
than one compatible slice, then we choose the last created slice, because it is the most
visible.
6.5.4 Function to Relocate Points
In this section, we describe how we relocate a point from RS(α, d) to RS(β, d). Such point
can be a node or a grid point of the deformed slice.
First, we defined the altitude of the point to relocate with the following formula:
h′ = 1 + h′maxsin(pi((α− β)/2α)) (6.3)
where h′max is equal to the great-circle distance between the original point and the point
RS(0, d). Moreover, for a given point RS(α, d) that is relocated to RS(β, d), the corre-
sponding vector to move the point in altitude, is the normal vector of the surface globe at
the point RS(β, 0), see Figure 6.8(a). Thus, the deformed slice maintains the same width
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for every curvature.
The angle β is calculated with the following formula:
β = −2αf(v) + α (6.4)
where f(v) ∈ [0, 1]. The function f(v) allow us to relocate points over a circular arc,
see Figure 6.8(b). v is defined for each slice. If f(v) is the identity function, the deformed
slices will be created as shown in Figure 6.8(c). However, the nodes relocated on the
upper area of the deformed slice may be occluded by the surface itself. For such reason,
as shown in Figure 6.8(d), we update it as follows:
f(v) = v(α/αS)
2 (6.5)
The parameter v is initially set to 1. However, if the primary node is outside a defined
sub-region of the screen view, v is decremented until the primary node is considered visible
(i.e. inside the sub-region), see Figure 6.9.
6.6 Case Studies
In the following case studies the user wants to navigate through geographic node-link
diagrams that cover large portions of the Earth. On the one hand, he/she wants to have
an overview of the graph. On the other hand, he/she wants to focus on specific regions.
Internet Topology. We used GeoPeels to explore various Internet topology datasets2
which are characterized of groups of nodes located in different sparse regions. Figure 6.10
shows some screenshots during an interactive exploration of different network topology
datasets.
Airport connections. In this case study, we visualize a dataset describing the con-
nections between the main airports3, composed of 50 nodes and 677 edges. Due to the
high number of nodes, during the navigation the user can select a subset of nodes to
reveal. The dataset is characterized of groups of near nodes connected with long distance
nodes. Hence, the circle element is appropriate to explore such dataset, see Figure 6.11(a).
Due to the high arcs density, the links connected with the nodes in focus are colored in
red and the remaining are colored in semi-transparent white, see Figure 6.11(b). With
this combination, the important nodes together with their connected arcs can be easily
identified.
In both use cases, the visualization enables the nodes and links to appear with limited
distortion. When the user zoom in a specific area, the links express the real direction
2http://topology-zoo.org
3http://openflights.org
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.8: (a) Red arrows represent normal vectors over the globe surface. Green arrows represent the
vectors used to move the points. (b) Each point is relocated over an imaginary arc. (c) The curvatures
of a deformed slice modeled with the identity function, (d) and with our improved function.
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Figure 6.9: The deformed slice is bended until the primary node is inside the sub-region of the screen
view.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Figure 6.10: Geopeels used to explore various Internet topology datasets: Airtel dataset in (a)(b)(c),
Internode dataset in (d)(e)(f), Packet Exchange in (g)(h)(i).
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.11: Airport connections dataset explored using GeoPeels. (a) Proximity based extension of
GeoPeels to select a subset of nodes. (b) GeoPeels in combination with a color technique.
of the nodes located off-screen. The switch between overview and context is performed
efficiently and with no discontinuities of features between frames.
6.7 Input Parameters
The list of user customizable parameters is the following.
1. X and Y are used to define the number of points that compose the grid of a slice.
We do not need a dense grid to give the impression of a curved surface. Hence,
heuristically we set X, Y = 7.
2. w defines the half width of the slice. The default value is 3.500 km that is a good
balance between area to visualize and the possibility to intersect other slices. Fig-
ure 6.12 shows examples of other slices’ width.
3. k defines the position of the relocated node with respect to the y-axis of the deformed
slice. The default value is 1.2. It allows the near surface of the node to be visible.
However, if the area is too circumscribed, the cognitive process to identify the location
of the node can be problematic for the operator.
4. The dimension of the sub-region defines whether a node is considered visible or
not. We set such parameter to be equal to 200 pixels less than the height and the
width of the screen view. Since our strategy to decide the visibility of the nodes
that are outside the screen view takes into account only the primary node of the
deformed slice, other solutions can be adopted. For example, the visibility check can
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(a) w=1.000 km (b) w=5000 km
Figure 6.12: Examples with different slices’ width.
be performed on the two upper vertices of the geometry, and not on the primary
node.
5. For the extension that interactively selects the important nodes, r is the radius of
the circle, expressed in pixels. We recommend the use of a small radius if the dataset
contains many nodes in the circumscribed areas, in order to reduce the number of
nodes that have to be relocated. The default value is 150 pixels, which can be
interactively changed by the user.
6.8 Graphical Performance
To measure the performance of our technique we take as metric the frame rate. GeoPeels
was tested on a single processor Intel Xeon 2.26 GHz equipped with an NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 280 with 1024 MB dedicated video memory.
Table 6.2 shows the fps (frame rate per second) of GeoPeels taking into account two
datasets respectively with 154 and 4777 nodes. #def. nodes indicates the number of
nodes that are relocated and #slices indicates the number of slices that are created. In
this benchmark we used the values defined in Subsection 6.7.
Our results take into account, for each frame, the time required to generate the grids
and to render the geometries. In our tests, we used spheres over the terrain to represent
the nodes.
After analyzing the evaluation results, we noticed that the number of created slices and
the number of relocated nodes have a considerable impact on the number of fps. However,
for datasets with hundreds of nodes our approach gives acceptable performance.
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Table 6.2: Graphical performance of GeoPeels for different datasets.
#nodes #def. nodes #slices fps
0 0 120
1 1 54
4 1 50
154 11 2 34
9 3 28
11 3 26
7 4 23
0 0 16
2 1 14
1 1 13
4777 6 2 12
9 3 11
3 3 11
15 2 10
22 5 8
6.9 Discussion
In this section, we discuss our technique with respect to the requirements defined in Sec-
tion 6.3, summarizing our findings and the overall strength and weakness of our technique.
Geo-context awareness and surrounding context preserved. GeoPeels extends the vir-
tual globe, preserving the context of the nodes located on the visible hemisphere. As
opposite, the context of the nodes relocated around the globe, is maintained using the
concept of slice. However, the latter has different aspects that require a further inves-
tigation. In particular, the distortion and the orientation of the deformed regions could
confuse the user. The deformed regions appear to be inverted respect to the visible
hemisphere of the globe. Moreover, the distortion applied to the regions depends on the
function used to bend the slices. Hence, a user study is needed to measure the effective-
ness of our solution. To improve the identification of the deformed area, we can relocate
together with the nodes auxiliary information, e.g. map labels.
Topology awareness. This requirement is guaranteed if the globe is inside the screen
view. As opposite, if the camera view is zoomed on an specific region, i.e. with no unused
space available, only the nodes and edges in focus will be visible.
Spatial continuity. This requirement is achieved because the approach is based on ter-
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rain deformations. On the other hand, there are limit cases in which the spatial continuity
of links is not preserved: if portions of links leave the screen space, or if they pass behind
a slice. We solved the latter case, rendering the arcs always on top of the slices. However,
we did not apply such strategy in the extension that reveal only a subset of nodes, as
shown in Figure 6.11.
Moreover, two slices may share a portion of the surface, causing redundant informa-
tion in the visualization. This aspect is accentuated if the camera view is tilted, see
Figure 6.10(b)(c)(h).
Temporal continuity. The continuity of node, links and deformed slices among frames is
always preserved. The real-time navigation was proved by the performance test described
in Section 6.8.
Direction awareness. Exactly as in the globe, the notion of the real direction of nodes
of interest located off-screen is expressed through the links themselves. However, this
requirement is not always valid for the nodes located on a slice. In that case, the user has
to move the camera on that area of interest.
In a standard virtual globe, we can look at the arcs shape to gain insight on the distance
between its endpoints - farther the endpoints are, higher the arc is. In our approach, this
property does not hold in general.
Proximity based extension of GeoPeels. Regarding the extension used to select
the nodes of interest, we identified few elements that require further investigation. First,
some visual elements can be misleading for the operator because only nodes connected to
nodes in the focus area are physically moved.
Second, it might happen that arcs connecting visible nodes and nodes occluded by the
globe’s hemisphere intersect the newly deformed surfaces, e.g. when an occluded node
is located behind the surface, see Figure 6.13(a). Hence, it can mislead the operator to
think that arcs end in the new deformed surface. However, this aspect can be alleviated
by applying a level of transparency on the texture of each deformed geometry, see Fig-
ure 6.13(b), or applying a different color to the arcs that end over the deformed surface,
see Figure 6.11(b).
Finally, this extension of GeoPeels requires the user to take care of the circle object.
This aspect can affect negatively the performance for exploration tasks. GeoPeels can be
redesigned in terms of interaction to improve its effectiveness. For example, a selection of
a single node in focus can be introduced as an alternative to the proximity-based selection
of groups of nodes, see Figure 6.13(d).
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.13: (a) Proximity based extension of GeoPeels to select a subset of nodes. (b) A transparent
deformed slice, to keep trace of its intersecting arcs. (c) An alternative extension to select a single node.
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6.10 Conclusions and Future Work
This work faces challenges that characterize only visualizations for global datasets, such
as the misleading directions of links partially visible or their spatial continuity in the
geographic space.
We described an interactive deformation-based technique, used in combination to zoom
and pan, that capitalizes on dynamic globe deformations for an effective exploratory
visual analysis of geographic networks. In particular, it solves the occlusion issue that
characterizes the visual globe and alleviates the issue of geometries rendered outside the
screen view.
The evaluation of our approach is based on the analysis of the graphical performance,
on a comparison between our technique with existing approaches, and testing it within
some case studies.
Despite the occlusion issue, in literature, many approaches have been proposed to im-
prove the globe visualization during network analysis. Brandes et al. [19] minimized clut-
ter at important nodes by adjusting the angle of their connecting links. A few techniques
[102, 41] were provided to bundle edges around the globe. Alper et al. [6] presented a
visual technique to better understand the relations of the network; the globe is deformed
to place the nodes connected with each other to appear closer. In Chapter 5, we pre-
sented 3DArcLens, a focus+context technique that can be applied on globes to reveal
areas occluded by undesired edges.
GeoPeels does not require the operator to define visual node-link attributes, e.g. we
do not use attributes like color and size of a node, hence, they can be used to encode
additional information. Consequently, our technique can be combined with other works
that make use of such visual attributes, for example, to reduce the visual clutter or
combined with focus+context techniques applied on virtual globes.
As future work, we plan to empirically measure the performance of the presented
technique on a more comprehensive set of tasks. We also want to extend the orange peeling
metaphor to other contexts such as the visualization of points of interest represented as
icons and 3D models, or even to more complex scenarios such as the visualization of
moving objects in real-time.
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Chapter 7
Supervised Force-Directed Algorithm for the Generation
of Flow Maps
Much change in the world is due to geographical movement.
–Waldo R. Tobler
7.1 Overview
Cartographic flow maps are graphical representations for portraying the movement of
objects, such as people, goods or traffic network, from one location to another. As men-
tioned in Chapter 2, on the one hand, flow maps can reduce visual clutter by merging
single representations of movement. On the other hand, flow maps are also fast to produce
and simple to understand.
In this chapter, we present a novel method for the automatic generation of flow maps.
Our method is based on a theoretically grounded physical system to describe the motion
and forces of attraction and repulsion between the data points that compose the flow lines.
It allows the user to supervise the graph during the creation process of the flow map. We
evaluated our algorithm discussing its computational cost and providing a comparison
with existing implementations. Results have shown a good compromise between the
computational complexity of the algorithm and the visual quality of the generated maps.
Part of the work in this chapter was previously published in [39, 41]1.
7.2 Introduction
Flow maps depict the movement of phenomena between geographic locations [151]. Phe-
nomena can represent the movement in geographical space of both tangible (e.g. people,
1As additional material, a video showing a demo of the presented technique was included in the related published papers.
It is available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajsMVqS7-yA&list=PLlB_rfTJJP4S6ErhbjToH0JHe89wc5WZg&
index=2.
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bank notes, and goods) and intangible objects (e.g. energy, ideas, and reputation). The
links in a flow map, called flow lines, describe the movement of objects from one location
to another. The way flow lines are aggregated and depicted is what makes a given flow
map algorithm unique.
The Sankey flow drawing technique [146] is an example of method to aggregate flow
lines. It describes the thickness of the aggregated flow lines to be proportional to the sum
of the flows’ magnitude they represent. Although the idea of defining the thickness to
be proportional to the magnitude was intensively used by Matthew Sankey in 1898, it is
known that he was not first to use it.
In this chapter, we describe an automatic technique for the generation of natural and
high visual quality flow maps using a force-directed algorithm. On the one hand, it
provides an alternative to already available tools for the generation of flow maps that
shift the modelling effort to the user side [1]. On the other hand, our algorithm gives
also the possibility of supervising the layout of the flow map during the creation process.
Our algorithm not only shows a good computational complexity, but it also satisfies the
following aesthetic criteria characterizing well drawn flow maps [129, 174]:
C1. The use of smooth curves for aesthetic purposes;
C2. The possibility of aggregate flows, reducing the visual clutter;
C3. Put emphasis on the main branches of the flow tree; straight lines are correlated to
target destinations with high magnitude;
C4. The target destinations represented by geometrical features such as circles are not
overlapped with flow;
C5. Each flow line is crossing-free.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 7.3 explains the proposed algorithm and
covers all the implementation details. Section 7.4 presents the benchmarks based on
a test case and explores the meaning of this study in terms of visual appearance and
performance. Section 7.5 wraps up possible extensibility.
7.3 System Design
In this section, we describe the four components that characterise our application (see
Figure 7.1). The first layer, entitled Basic Structure Generation, is responsible for the
generation of the flow tree. Once the tree structure is generated, a second layer - Flow
Graph Layout - is responsible for applying interaction forces to nodes and then for updat-
ing the tree structure accordingly. As described later, this phase is executed for a number
of iterations. Then, the third layer - Rendering - depicts the flow map. Finally, the layer
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Interaction is designed to give users the possibility to modify the output by means of
simple user’s actions.
Figure 7.1: Overall system diagram.
The algorithm receives as an input the geographic position of the origin, that is, the
root node r of the tree t and n geographical destinations corresponding to the leaves
l1, l2, . . . , ln, respectively with flow magnitudes mgn(l1), mgn(l2), . . . , mgn(ln).
7.3.1 Basic Structure Generation Layer
Initially each flow line, i.e. the line that connects the root r with a leaf node li, is
a straight line. The first step is to divide each flow line in sub-segments of length d
composed by the intermediate nodes mi,j. The index i identifies the leaf node li of the
original segment. This index takes into account the position of the leaves in clockwise
order. The sorting operation required to obtain such indexes has a computational cost
of O(n · log(n)). The index j identifies the order of the intermediate nodes associated
to li. For example, if the distance from the root r to the leaf l1 is equal to d, there
will be the intermediate nodes m1,1,m2,1, ...,mn,1. If the distance to the leaf l2 is 2d, the
set of nodes is m1,2,m2,2, ...,m2n,2, and so on (see Figure 7.2). Therefore, the number of
intermediate nodes mi,j is proportional to the distance between the leaf li and its root r.
Each intermediate node mi,j is tagged with the following information:
• the parent node; initialised as pred(mi,j) = mi,j−1.
• the child nodes; where next(mi,j) = {mi,j+1} is the initial set.
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Figure 7.2: Node m3,3 is tagged with the following information: mgn(m3,3) = mgn(l3), pred(m3,3) =
m3,2, next(m3,3) = {m3,4} and int(m3,3) = {m1,3,m4,3}.
• the interacting nodes; a set containing the surrounding nodes. int(mi,j) = {mi+1,j,mi−1,j}
is the initial set. Leaves cannot be interacting nodes.
• the magnitude: mgn(mi,j) = mgn(li).
When a node mi,j does not have mi−1,j as interacting node (due to the fact that the
distance from mi,j to r is greater than the distance from li−1 to r), it will be substituted
with the first of the previous ones, as shown in Figure 7.2. The same applies to the
absence of the node mi+1,j. Consequences are explained in Section 7.4.1.
7.3.2 Flow Graph Layout Layer
This layer aims at computing the flow graph layout. Figure 7.3 illustrates the evolution
of a tree structure during the execution of the algorithm. The two steps that define this
layer are executed in sequence, and for a number of iterations.
Nodes merging phase. This phase was designed to update the structure of the
tree t, which becomes obsolete after the merging procedure. The following pseudo-code
describes the merging steps:
for each intermediate node mi,j do
for each s ∈ int(mi,j) do
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Figure 7.3: Tree structure during the generation of the flow map.
if samePosition(mi,j, s) & Pred(mi,j) ≡ Pred(s) then
createNode(s,mi,j)
removeNode(s)
removeNode(mi,j)
end if
end for
end for
The function samePosition requires a threshold ds to define whenever two positions are
equivalent. The existence of a common parent for s and mi,j is a necessary condition to
maintain the structure as a tree and not only as a directed acyclic graph. The function
createNode inserts a new node. The new node shares the parent node of s and mi,j; the
child nodes of s and mi,j; has as interaction nodes the interaction nodes of s and mi,j; has
as magnitude the sum of the magnitudes of s and mi,j; and has as position the middle
position between s and mi,j. The function removeNode(k) deletes the intermediate node
k from the system. The computational complexity of this phase is O(m) in each iteration.
Nodes moving phase. This phase aims at readjusting the position of intermediate
nodes. The behavior of each intermediate node depends on two forces: the attractive
and the stress force. The attractive force is calculated only between the node and its
interactive nodes, within a certain distance da. The attractive force Fa, is given by the
equation:
Fa(mi,j) =
∑
s∈Intmi,j
mgn(s)
mgn(s) +mgn(mi,j)
1
‖mi,j − s‖
ˆ(mi,j − s) (7.1)
The notation Aˆ and ‖A‖ gives respectively the unit vector and the norm of A. The
factor ˆ(mi,j − s) gives the direction of the force vector and 1‖mi,j−s‖ the force length; the
closer the two nodes are, the higher is the force between them. mgn(s) and mgn(mi,j)
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are respectively the magnitude of s and mi,j. Without the factor
mgn(s)
mgn(s)+mgn(mi,j)
the
formula takes into account the distance of the interacting nodes but not their magnitude.
According to the criterion C3, we want nodes of smaller magnitudes to be attracted by
nodes of higher magnitude. Moreover, we want flows with higher magnitude to have
straighter shapes than the ones with lower magnitude.
In addition to the attractive force, a stress force Fs is applied to each intermediate
node, to keep a ’middle-aligned’ position from the parent node, as well as from the child
nodes.
Fs(mi,j) = (prev(mi,j)−mi,j) +
∑
s∈nextmi,j
mgn(s)
mgn(mi,j)
(mi,j − s) (7.2)
The condition defined in Equation 7.2 ensures that nodes move always towards children
of higher magnitude. mgn(mi,j) is the magnitude of the current node, that is, the sum of
the magnitude of all children. mgn(s) is the magnitude of a child node. In order to avoid
oscillations, the stress force is applied only if the force is greater than a threshold t. The
final formula to compute the force corresponds to the sum of the stress and the attractive
forces:
Ffinal(mi,j) = Fa(mi,j) + ks · Fs(mi,j) (7.3)
where the constant ks is the oscillation that defines the stress force. In this context, the
concept of force is the one of displacement applied to a node.
The total force of the system is equal to the scalar sum of all forces applied to the
intermediate nodes. After each iteration the total force decreases, firstly because the
number of nodes is reduced, and then because the interacting nodes become out of range
(i.e. when the distance from their associated node is greater than da).
The tree structure is marked as ready once a stable total force is reached. Unfortu-
nately, the tree structure does not take into consideration the overlap of nodes, one of
the criteria that this algorithm aims to achieve. Hence, the objective of the next step is
to apply a repulsive force Fr to intermediate nodes within a certain distance dr from the
leaf nodes. The displacement is applied only at the end because otherwise it would affect
the evolution of the tree t.
Fr(mi,j) =
∑
l∈leaves
−1
‖mi,j − l‖
ˆ(mi,j − l) (7.4)
The repulsive force is equal to the opposite of the attractive force without the factor that
takes into account the magnitudes. Additionally, we add the stress force to guarantee
that the position of children nodes is updated properly once the node location changes
(see Figure 7.4).
In pseudo-code the operations of this phase are described as follows:
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Figure 7.4: (left) Overlapping between a flow line and a leaf node. (right) Repulsive and stress forces
are applied to avoid overlapping.
for each intermediate node mi,j do
if SystemIsStable == FALSE then
displ(mi,j) = Ffinal(mi,j)
else
displ(mi,j) = Fr(mi,j) + ks · Fs(mi,j)
end if
end for
for each intermediate node mi,j do
position(mi,j)+ = displ(mi,j)
end for
SystemIsStable = checkStability()
In summary, the execution of the algorithm runs in two steps. First, Equation 7.3
is applied until the total force of the system is stable. Then, the attractive force is
substituted with the repulsive force to avoid overlapping with destination nodes. When
the system becomes stable for the second time, the algorithm stops. At the end, the
intermediate nodes’ position is updated.
7.3.3 Rendering Layer
The classes responsible for rendering the maps on the screen are defined in the Rendering
layer. The 3D rendering library used is JOGL, a binding of OpenGL for Java, which has
been released by Oracle for Windows, Solaris, Linux and Mac OS platforms. Maps can
be visualised both in 3D and 2D.
For aesthetic purposes, curves were preferred over straight lines during the rendering
phase [9] (Criterion C1). Xu et al. published a study to empirically evaluate their effec-
tiveness on common graph-related tasks [189]. In our implementation, we used natural
Cubic Splines for the depiction of the flow lines. We decided for this kind of curve rep-
resentation because it interpolates the intermediate nodes and its design dynamics are
intuitive. The line width is proportional to the magnitude of the intermediate nodes that
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compose the flow. Moreover, for each split the starting point of the child’s spline is shifted
by a distance proportional to their width, in a direction perpendicular to the edge’ vector
(see Figure 7.5).
Figure 7.5: Splits of flow
lines. Unfilled circles shows
the starting point of the
child’s spline.
Additionally, leaf nodes are represented as circles whose size
is proportional to their magnitude. It is possible to visualise
the tree structure as well; intermediate nodes are depicted in
red if they have more than one child node and black other-
wise.
7.3.4 Interaction Layer
The interaction layer enables the interaction with the struc-
ture of the flow graph tree to improve its visual quality. At
the current state of the research, automatic methods for the
generation of flow maps do not support supervised layouts be-
fore concluding the generation process. Manual updates are
possible once the layout is generated.
The interaction layer supports two scenarios: the automatic
generation of a flow map and the supervised step-by-step lay-
out generation. The latter option gives users additional control over the final layout.
Hence, a given area can be progressively refined, for example, by manually moving cer-
tain intermediate nodes to a different location. After applied the translation force, the
system takes it into account and recomputes the new flow graph tree.
The user interface has three input components to control the generation process. A
button next to compute the node merging phase and the node moving phase for the next
step. Since the number of iterations can be in the order of ∼ 1000, the user has also the
possibility to run it in batches. At any moment, the user has the possibility to manually
modify the attractive, stress and repulsive forces and decide when its time to stop the
algorithm execution.
As described in Section 7.3.2, the algorithm is responsible for the management of all
the forces involved in the system.
The use of the supervised mode is useful when a flow map is composed by a large
number of branches. In such scenario, the user can ’drag & drop’ intermediate nodes with
the goal of activating new attractive forces to reduce the number of branches of the tree
structure. The Figure 7.6 shows a geographical dataset depicted with and without the
user supervision.
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(a) Automatically generated flow map. (b) Flow map generated with the supervision of the user.
Figure 7.6: Flow maps illustrating the migration from California between 1995-2000. Intermediate nodes
are visible only during the supervised mode. The ovals identify the areas where the user requested the
aggregation of flows.
7.4 Evaluation of the Algorithm
In this section, we compare our algorithm to existing implementations. We also provide
an evaluation of its computational cost. Results have shown a good balance between
computational complexity and the visual quality of the generated maps.
7.4.1 Comparison with existing algorithms
Table 7.1 provides a description of the most relevant methods for the automatic generation
of flow maps according to the aesthetic criteria defined in Section 7.2. The Y/N letters
stand for Yes/No and the properties marked with a star have limitations that are also
explained.
Methods C1/C2 C3 C4 C5 Time Complex-
ity
Flow Map
Layout
Y Y* N N O(n2)
Flow Map
Layout via
Spiral Tree
Y Y* Y Y O(n · log(n)) +
O(i ·m · n)
Confluent
Spiral Draw-
ing
Y N* Y Y O(n · log(n)) +
O(k · n · 4) +
O(s · log(n +
s4))
Force Di-
rected Flow
Map Layout
Y Y Y* Y* O(n · log(n)) +
O(i ·m · n)
Table 7.1: Table for the comparison of the algorithms for automatically generated flow maps.
C1. All methods evaluated in this section use smooth lines. The flow map layout
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algorithm [129] uses Catmul-Rom splines, Flow Map Layout via Spiral Tree [174] uses
cubic Hermite splines and Confluent Spiral Drawing [123] uses logarithmic spirals. Our
algorithm uses a natural Cubic Spline to represent flow lines.
C2. The first two methods compute the aggregation of flow lines through the creation
of binary splits. Unlike the first, the second method can recursively perform binary splits
that are then merged if the distance meets a certain threshold. Confluent Spiral Drawing
and our algorithm do not impose such limitation.
C3. The criterion states that the flow magnitude should affect the layout of the gener-
ated map. However, such condition is not completely satisfied by the first three algorithms.
In the first two algorithms only the position of the intermediate nodes is affected mean-
while the structure of the tree remain unmodified. The authors justify such restriction
with the claim that it helps the comparison across different time periods. In the third
algorithm the magnitude is not taken into consideration. Although the authors claimed
the possibility to use other attributes instead of only the distance from the root node,
their paper not goes into details describing this aspect. Nevertheless, it can be useful to
have a dynamic tree typology to give emphasis to flow lines with greater flow magnitude.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.7: Representation of a flow maps with different magnitudes
As showed in Figure 7.7, our method can depict a flow tree with a structure specifically
designed to account for the magnitude of each destination node, that is, it takes into
consideration the magnitude factor in the force behaviours.
C4. The leaf nodes are not overlapped for all the methods except the first; a buffer
is used to distance the flow lines from the nodes. In our algorithm, if the number of
intermediate nodes is not sufficient some overlapping can occur - i.e if the dr is less than
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d/2.
C5. In our algorithm the overlap of flow lines depends on the criteria used to define the
interacting nodes. If the rule is to assign for each mi,j the nodes mi−1,j and mi+1,j (if they
exist) as interacting nodes, the tree is crossing-free. On the other hand, if we extend the
rule as described in Section 7.3.1 (for example the node m1,3 ∈ int(m3,3) in Figure 7.2),
the overlapping is permitted but the quality of the generated output is improved. In
Figure 7.8 is possible to assess the benefits of this decision. However, by increasing the
Figure 7.8: This example highlights a weak case in terms of visual quality and how it is solved. A flow
map where the absence of overlapping is guaranteed (left), flow map with the possibility of overlapping
but with better visual quality (right).
number of intermediate nodes we can reduce considerably the possibility of such scenario.
Figure 7.9 shows the comparison of flow maps depicted with Flow Map Layout, Flow
Map Layout via Spiral Tree, Confluent Spiral Drawing, as well as with our algorithm. The
output of the first algorithm contains many crossings, the grouping of nodes is somewhat
unnatural, and the edges are often difficult to follow. The other outputs can be considered
aesthetically pleasing, although no methodology exists to evaluate flow maps generated
automatically.
7.4.2 Evaluation of the computational complexity and visual quality
To decide the number of intermediate nodes to generate, we need to set the distance d
between the intermediate nodes. We define the parameter fn to be the maximum number
of intermediate nodes in a flow line. Then we assign d = dmax/(fn + 1), where dmax is
the length of the longest flow line. This parameter consequently affects the performance
and visual quality of the flow map. Figure 7.10 compares the number of nodes, time and
iterations for a flow map that depicts the top 30 exports of Whisky from the UK. Let
fn = 30 and m = 338 be the initial number of intermediate nodes, then the algorithm
stops after 2,51 seconds and 1597 iterations. With fn = 60 and m = 695, the algorithm
halts after 9,46 seconds and 2487 iterations. For fn = 100 and m = 1177, the algorithm
stops after 23,1 seconds with a total of 4240 iterations. Note that a small number of
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.9: Maps illustrating migration from Texas 1995-2000. The output of [129] (a), the output of
[174] (b), the output of [123] (c) and the output of our algorithm (d).
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Figure 7.10: On top: flow map with fn = 30 (left), flow map with fn = 60 (centre), flow map with
fn = 100 (right). On bottom: the x axis represents the number of iterations and the y axis the total
force of the system (left plot), the number of nodes (central plot), and the execution time (right plot).
intermediate nodes does not guarantee that all flows are cross-free or the absence of
crossing with the leaf nodes, see respectively the second and first map in Figure 7.10.
The plot depicting the total force illustrates when the algorithm finds a local minimum
of the total force and when it applies the repulsive force instead of the attractive force to
its nodes; for each of 3 cases the force has a pick and then it decreases until a minimum
is reached. It is possible to notice that the convergence is fast using the total force of the
system as cost value.
In the plot depicting time, when the stress repulsive force is introduced to overcome
the overlapping of destination nodes, the function increases the time; in the first step the
time complexity is in the order of O(i · n), meanwhile in the second step the destination
nodes must be considered, making the time complexity in the order of O(i ·m · n). Our
algorithm performs a flow map with intermediate nodes in the order of one thousand in
less than a minute.
In addition to fn and distance d between intermediate nodes, we have the following pa-
rameters: the threshold ds that defines when two positions are equivalent; the distance da
for the attractive force; the distance dr for the repulsive force; and the constant oscillation
ks that varies between 0 to 1. After performing several tests we concluded empirically
that 0.1 is an optimal value.
Figure 7.11 depicts the effects of varying the main parameters of the algorithm. The
first three images represent the same dataset as flow map but varying the number of
intermediate nodes. In Figure 7.11(a) the factor fn is 12, in Figure 7.11(b) fn is 50, and
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(a) fn = 12 (b) fn = 50
(c) fn = 100 (d) low da
(e) the magnitude factor is removed from equation 7.1 (f) the magnitude factor is removed from equation 7.2
Figure 7.11: Various results of our algorithm with different parameters.
in Figure 7.11(c) the value is 100.
We observed that in situations where the number of nodes is low, the merging of flow
lines is reduced and the result is often not satisfactory. We have also noticed that after a
certain threshold the algorithm produces no significant improvements.
We also noticed what happens if the factor that takes into account the magnitude is
removed from Equation 7.1 (Figure 7.11(e)) or from Equation 7.2 (Figure 7.11(f)).
The first case generates sparser results. In the former case, the position of each split
does not follow the direction of the lines (for example, the main branch on the right of
the origin). In Figure 7.11(d), the range for the attractive force is reduced (low da). It
cause an increment of the number of branches mainly near the origin.
The datasets used in this work can be retrieved online from: the Scotch Whisky Associ-
ation in Edinburgh [7], Statistics Norway [3] and U.S. Census Bureau, County-to-County
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Migration Flows [25].
All flow maps depicted in this chapter were computed and visualized on a Intel laptop
with 1.64 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. The algorithm was initially developed using a 2D Java
canvas, but was later ported to 3D and integrated in NASA WorldWind [122]. Hence,
both 2D and 3D views are supported.
7.5 Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter describes a force-directed algorithm for the automatic generation of flow
maps. The algorithm for computing the flow map iteratively minimizes the energy of a
system composed by a set of forces that characterise a well-drawn flow map.
The main aspect is that the flow tree, as well as the flow lines, are mainly based on the
magnitude of the destinations. The second aspect is the possibility to supervise the output
during each iteration. Even if the visual quality of our algorithm was not proved to be
the best compared with the previous work, it depicts good quality flow maps. Moreover,
the method is of easier implementation, and the time requested for the execution is in the
order of seconds for flow maps of thousand of intermediate nodes.
As a further improvement, we could use a quadtree to store the position of each node
and to reduce the time needed to avoid crossings between leaf nodes and flow lines. The
algorithm could also be extended to support multi-origin representations. The use of a
3rd dimension can be another challenging direction for future work.
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Chapter 8
Depiction of Multivariate Data through Flow Maps
The greatest value of a picture
is when it forces us to notice
what we never expected to see.
–John W. Tukey.
8.1 Overview
Flow maps are graphical representations that depict the movement of a geospatial phe-
nomenon, e.g., migration and trade flows, from one location to another. These maps
depict univariate spatial origin-destination datasets, with flows represented as lines and
quantified by their width. As mentioned in Chapter 2, a main feature of these maps is
the aggregation of flows that share the same origin. Thus, visual clutter is reduced and
the readability improved.
This chapter describes a novel technique that extends flow maps to visualize multi-
variate geographical data. Instead of a univariate color scheme, we interpolate strategic
color schemes to communicate multivariate quantitative information. Additionally, our
approach crystallizes on augmenting flows with pie charts. To evaluate the relevance and
impact of our approach, a case study is presented. Part of the work in this chapter was
previously published in [38, 40].
8.2 Introduction
An increasing amount of spatial datasets are now freely available on the Internet, and
this number is expected to increase as sensor networks are becoming a ubiquitous part
of our environment. A substantial subset includes origin-destination data describing the
movement of phenomena between locations. Phenomena can involve both tangible (e.g.
bank notes, people, and goods) and intangible objects (e.g. reputation, ideas, and energy).
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Static media, such as paper maps, and dynamic media, such as electronic devices
can be used to transport geoinformation. Compared to the latter, static media impose
certain requirements on the map production, especially when multivariate data has to be
communicated. Since the user cannot manipulate the mapping information in a static
context, it must be encoded in such a way that is easily understandable for the viewer.
This chapter is focused on the development of new static representations to depict
spatial origin-destination data with multiple attributes. The requirements fulfilled by our
approach can be clustered in constraint and analytical requirements.
Constraint requirements:
• CR1. The mapping must be static.
• CR2. The information must be depicted on a limited space (e.g. the computer screen
or a page on a newspaper) in such a way that it is clearly understandable by the
viewer.
• CR3. The number of visual primitives must be minimized to reduce the cognitive
overload.
Analytical requirements:
• AR1. Possibility to reason about the geographic patterns.
• AR2. Must enable, simultaneously, the visualization of the flow structure and its
multivariate patterns.
• AR3. Possibility to analyze the outliers and commonality between each destination.
• AR4. Possibility to analyze the outliers and commonality for groups of moving
entities.
Parallel coordinates are popular visualization methods for displaying multidimensional
data. They consist of several vertical axes, each representing one data dimension. A data
entity consists of several data points, each located on one of the axes. Star plot, also called
radar chart, is a similar method. The axes are equally spaced around a circle, originating
from the center. The values of neighboring axes are connected by a line, resulting in a
star-like shape. Although parallel coordinates and star plots are powerful methods, which
do not require any interactive media, they do not preserve the geographic information,
i.e. the position of each location (the requirement AR1 is not satisfied). Flow map
representations are more suitable to communicate univariate spatial origin-destination
data. They depict the movement of phenomena between geographic locations [151]. The
curves in a flow map, called flow lines, describe the movement of a phenomenon from
one location to another. Flow maps offer a simple and effective instrument to depict
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(a) Simple flow map (b) Sankey flow map
(c) Sankey flow map enriched with information about the ethnicity of migrations: red are Caucasian people,
yellow are African Americans people and blue are Asian people. Compared to (a) and (b), (c) communicates
more information without heavily increasing the visual complexity.
Figure 8.1: Single-origin flow maps depicting immigration from California
geographical movement. However, its visualization without visual clutter and cognitive
overload, can be challenging (Figure 8.1(a)). An extension to tackle those problems is the
Sankey flow drawing technique [146]. Flow lines sharing the same origin are aggregated
together and their width is defined proportional to the sum of the flows’ magnitude that
they represent (Figure 8.1(b)).
There are three approaches that extend Sankey flow maps so they can be used to depict
multivariate data:
• (1) Subdivision of flow lines: In the first approach each line is subdivided in ”parallel
channels”, one for each attribute, with a specific color and width proportional to its
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value. Since the number of flow lines grows proportional to the number of attributes
and each flow line has a specific width and margin, then this approach also requires
more space (which conflicts with CR2). Because space is limited, this re-organization
of the map is a challenging task. Further, the increased number of visual primitives
may increase the cognitive load of the user, thus, decreasing its performance (the
requirement CR3 is not satisfied).
• (2) Animation: The second approach uses a dynamic view and represents each at-
tribute in separated maps. The latter can be shown in sequence in predefined time
intervals, or interactively using triggers to switch between the separated maps (the
requirement CR1 is not satisfied).
• (3) Small Multiples: The last approach uses small multiples ([171]) defined as a grid
of images. Depicting a limited number of attributes they can provide a very good
support for the analysis of the changes of the overall distribution of the flows for
different attributes.
We propose a new approach that capitalizes on the value of color techniques, as al-
ready done in choropleth maps, and on the aggregation feature of Sankey flow maps
(Figure 8.1(c)). First, a primary color is associated with each numerical attribute of the
multivariate data set. Then, these colors are combined proportionally to the value of their
attribute to colorize the flow lines (the requirement CR3 satisfied). Moreover, each leaf
node is depicted as a pie chart where the slices identify the amount of entities moving
to that destination. This method does not require an interactive platform, thus it can
depict a map as a static image (the requirement CR1 is satisfied). Compared to small
multiples, this method requires less screen space because one map is used (the require-
ment CR2 is satisfied). The main limitation of our method is that it manages only up to
3 attributes simultaneously. Yet, this limitation can be tackled by combining colors with
shape patterns.
8.3 Proposed Approach
We extend the algorithm for the automatic generation of Sankey Flow map (described
in Chapter 7), to depict more than one attribute. Compared to simple Sankey Flow
maps, the expressiveness of nodes and lines are enriched by a continuous color scheme
(see Section 8.3.1) applied to the lines (see Section 8.3.2) and to the nodes represented
by circular diagrams (see Section 8.3.3).
The geographic dataset is represented as a tree t where the origin is the root node
r and the n geographical destinations correspond to the leaves l1, l2, ..., ln, respectively
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with flow magnitudes magn(l1), magn(l2),..., magn(ln). Each destination (represented
by a leaf) can have associated complementary attributes, i.e., their union is equal to the
whole magnitude. An example of supported attributes is the number of males and the
number of females of migrating people. Another example is the motivation that led them
to travel: family, job and study. Let attr xi(l) ∈ [0, 1] the value of the characteristic x
(e.g. x can identify the motivations) of the attribute with index i (e.g. i can identify the
family, job or study) assigned for each destination l, such that:
h∑
i=1
attr xi(l) = 1
where h can be at most 3. Our approach can be applied to datasets with the following
data characteristics:
• Case 1: Two attributes attr x1 and attr x2 , which compose the whole amount, i.e.,
for each leaf l, attr x1(l) and attr x2(l) sum up to 1.
• Case 2: Three attributes attr x1 , attr x2 , and attr x3 , which compose the whole
amount, i.e., for each leaf l, attr x1(l), attr x2(l) and attr x3(l) sum up to 1.
• Case 3: Two complementary attributes from different characteristics attr x1 and
attr y2, i.e., for each leaf l, attr x1(l) and attr y2(l) not necessarily sum up to 1.
• Case 4: Three complementary attributes from different characteristics attr x1 ,
attr y2 and attr z3 , i.e., for each leaf l, attr x1(l), attr y2(l) and attr z3(l) not
necessarily sum up to 1.
8.3.1 Color models
The color is used to convey information about the attributes of the geographical data de-
picted in a flow map. There are many color models to specify colors in maps. Models that
are based on hardware specifications, such as RGB, are frequently used because of their
long history and their consequent familiarity. Although RGB color spaces reflect color
mixing operations in color printers and computer monitors, they are not recommended
as reference model of color for human beings. In fact, pigment mixing in early childhood
art training makes use of subtractive color models that differ from RGB the model. For
such reason, our work employs a technique designed by Gossett et al. [71]; inspired by
paint mixing using a subtractive color space with Red, Yellow and Blue as primary col-
ors. To obtain an effective color coding it is fundamental to have color mapping function
that is invertible, i.e., every attribute value (or every group of data values) is associated
with exactly one color, and viceversa [166]. Moreover, a color compositing technique is
only useful if it allows the viewer to discern the individual components that form the
visualization[71].
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Figure 8.2: RYB interpolation patterns used for each case.
For each aforementioned cases, different attributes are associated to the color mapping
function, thus different color spaces are used.
In Case 1, we use a pattern composed by red and blue. attr x1 is associated to the red
channel and attr x2 is associated to the blue channel, see Figure 8.2(a).
In Case 2, we use a triaxial graph composed by red, yellow and blue. In this case
attr x1 is associated to the red channel, attr x2 is associated to the yellow channel and
attr x3 is associated to the blue channel, see Figure 8.2(b). Only a small portion of the
color space is used because the sum of the primary colors has to be 255.
In Case 3, we use the square pattern composed by red and blue colors. The association
between attributes is the same as Case 1, see Figure 8.2(c).
Finally, in Case 4, we use the entire colors space N3, and the association between
attributes is the same as Case 2, see Figure 8.2(d).
Generating a large number of colors from a limited range of values can be challenging.
If users cannot distinguish between colors then they cannot perceive the magnitude of the
value it represents. Hence, we normalize each primary color interval using their minimum
and maximum value, see Section 8.4.
As shown in Figure 8.2(a), for Case 1 the two attributes share the same range, therefore
the formula to normalize their value is:
norm attr xvar(l) =
attr xvar(l)−min(attr xvar)
max(attr xvar)−min(attr xvar) , var = 1, 2. (8.1)
Figure 8.3 shows an example of Case 1 where the values of the attributes are normalized.
For Case 2 the formula to normalize the value of each attribute is defined as follows:
norm attr xvar(l) =
attr xvar(l)−min(attr xvar)
1−min(attr x1)−min(attr x2)−min(attr x3) , var = 1, 2, 3.
(8.2)
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100% males 
0% females 
0% males 
100% females 
50% males 
50% females 
Highest  
% males 
Highest  
% females 
Figure 8.3: Example of procedures to normalize the attributes in Case 1.
For Case 3 and 4, where attributes describe different characteristics, we normalize the
attributes according to its minimum and maximum value (see Equation 8.1).
8.3.2 Flow Representation
Instead of splitting the generalized flow in child flows with distinct colors, we decided to
keep the original flow representation and work on its color. Hence, our approach does not
increase the complexity of the representation in terms of number of depicted features. In
particular, the color of a line is the mix of the colors of the aggregated lines.
The extended algorithm aims to create, aggregate, and color the lines that connect the
root with the leaves. The flow lines are defined as cubic splines that connect the root with
every leaves. Each flow line is composed by polynomial curve segments that pass through
a set of intermediate nodes. The width and the color of each curve segment depends on
the attribute attr xi of the node corresponding to its end point. The value of an attribute
attr xi for a given intermediate node n is calculated as follows:
attr xi(n) =
∑
m∈child
(magn(m) ∗ attr xi(m))/magn(n)
where the set child contains all the child nodes of the node n. The color of each curve
segment is calculated using the attributes of its end point and the appropriate mapping
function described in Section 8.3.1. Figure 8.4 shows an example of generation of flow
lines.
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5 migrants 
10 migrants 
3 migrants 
2 migrants 
(a) Tree t.
5 mig. 
10 mig. 
(1 male, 4 females) 
(5 males, 5 females) 
2 mig. (2 males) 
3 mig. (1 male, 2 females) 
(b) Tree t with intermediate nodes.
5 mig. 
10 mig. 
(1 male, 4 females) 
(5 males, 5 females) 
2 mig. (2 males) 
3 mig. (1 male, 2 females) 
5 mig. 
(3 males, 2 females) 
(c) Tree t with some colored flow lines.
20 mig. 
(9 males, 11 females) 
5 mig. 
10 mig. 
(1 male, 4 females) 
(5 males, 5 females) 
2 mig. (2 males) 
3 mig. (1 male, 2 females) 
5 mig. 
(3 males, 2 females) 
(d) Final flow lines representation.
Figure 8.4: Example of generation of flow lines. Each destination has associated the number of migrants
and two complementary attributes: number of males and number of females.
8.3.3 Node Representation
Flow maps usually require only a base map and straight lines or curves as graphical
features. An optional feature is the circle used to represent the destinations, which can
be a valuable asset during the visualization process. It can help to better identify the
target of the flows, and its size can be used to communicate the magnitude of an attribute.
In our work, we want to increase its value even further, as pie charts, to maximize the
information that can be communicated about the attributes. A pie chart is a circular chart
divided into sectors, illustrating numerical proportion. Although this representation is not
always suitable to depict data, as claimed by Few [65, 64], we decided to adopt it due to
the following reasons:
• Nodes are usually depicted as circles. Therefore, pie charts can be easily integrated
without affecting the layout of the flow map.
• The attributes are at most three, thus this representation is not misleading.
• The empty space inside the node representation is converted into visual information.
The primary colors that compose the flow line are used to create the pie chart. This
helps the reader to estimate the percentage of each variable, simplifying his/her cognitive
process. The root node is represented as a pie chart depicting the percentage of each at-
tribute from the whole amount of moving entities. Depending on the number of attributes
to depict, different variants of pie chart are used, as shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: Different node representations using pie charts. The cases are related to the RYB interpolation
patterns of Figure 8.2.
The representation of two (Case 1) or three (Case 2) complementary attributes is
depicted with a pie chart with respectively two or three slices. Multi-Series pie charts are
used to depict unrelated attributes, with each ring representing an attribute (Case 3 and
4).
8.4 Case Studies
In this section, we provided an evaluation of our approach on the basis of the County-to-
County Migration Flows dataset [24]. It describes migration phenomena from multiple
states of the USA. Although this dataset has been extensible used to generate flow maps
[62], [129], [133], [174], existent algorithms depict only one attribute. As opposite, with
our approach, the color of the flow lines and the pie charts enable the viewer to gain
information not only about the number of people moving but also about their age group
and ethnicity.
In order to emphasize differences between the attributes, all values are normalized
following the procedure described in Section 8.3.1. Thus, the color of the flow lines does
not identify exactly the percentages of each attribute, but communicates whether the
attribute is greater, lesser or equal to the same attribute in other flow lines. For example
if a flow line is 100% red, it does not mean that the percentage of the attribute associated
to red is 100%. It means that the flow line has the highest percentage of the red attribute
compared to other flow lines and the lowest percentage of other attributes respectively.
In Figure 8.6 it is possible to extract information about age groups in the migratory
flows from Colorado. This attribute is subdivided into three groups: younger than 30
(red), ranging from 30 to 54 (yellow) and over 54 (blue). Pie charts depict the percentage
of people for each group. Moreover, flows color encodes such information also for aggre-
gated destinations. For example, by looking at the main split in the west of Colorado,
we can conclude that the flow directed to north (area A) has more migrants with age
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between 30 and 54 than those directed to California and Nevada (area B) that have more
young people. The flows directed to the north east (area C) contain a high percentage of
young people.
Figure 8.6: Migratory flows from Colorado. Color identifies age: red are people younger than 30, yellow
from 30 to 54 and blue the over 54.
In Figure 8.7 the flow of migrants is shown together with the information about their
ethnicity. The colors red, yellow and blue represent the Caucasian, African Americans
and Asian ethnicity, respectively. The thick flow directed to Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas (Area A) is colored with a more vivid blue, which indicates a higher percentage of
Asians migrants. As opposite, in the south east (area B) African Americans people are
the majority of the migrants.
The flow map depicted in Figure 8.8 shows the migration from Texas. It is enriched
with information describing different characteristics: the Asian people that are moving
(red) with age from 30 to 54 (blue). The map can help analysis to find correlations between
these two attributes. If the color tends to be more red, a high percentage of migrants are
Asian people and if the color tends to be more blue, a high percentage of migrants have an
age between 30 and 54. Moreover, the lightness/darkness of the color defines respectively
if both attributes have low/high percentage with respect to the whole amount of people
that are moving. The thick flow directed to west (Area A) is colored with a strong red,
indicating that the presence of Asian is higher over the migrants directed in that zone.
In Area B the lines are colored primarily with blue, which implies a high percentage of
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Figure 8.7: Migratory flows from California. Color identifies the ethnicity of migrants: red are Caucasian
people, yellow are African Americans people and blue are Asian people.
people with ages between 30 and 54 and a low percentage of Asian, if compared with
other flows of migrants.
8.5 Conclusion and Future Work
A color scheme blending is used in conjunction with the aggregation aspects of flow maps
and pie charts, to visualize in a static representation spatial origin-destination data with
multiple attributes. Compared with parallel coordinates and star plots, our approach
analyses the outliers and commonality between each destination and for groups of moving
entities. Moreover, it overcomes the limitations of the techniques that extend flow maps
with animation, small multiples and subdivision of flow lines.
Case studies are performed through three automatically generated flow maps to com-
municate information not only about the number of migratory flows but also about their
age group and ethnicity. However, to further validate our work a user study must be
performed.
The analysis of the geographic patterns depends on the criteria used to aggregate
the flow lines, i.e., different flow maps that depict the same dataset can give a different
interpretation. However, the algorithm used for the automatic generation of the flow map
gives the cartographer the possibility to modify the direction and the aggregation of the
flow lines.
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Figure 8.8: Migratory flows from Texas. Color identifies two attributes from different characteristics
(ethnicity and age) of people that are moving: (Red) Asian people, (Blue) people with age between 30
and 54.
As future work, we plan to reduce significantly the used colors discretizing the color
scale. In fact, cartographers recommend to use five to seven classes of color for a map [47].
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Conclusion
The only source of knowledge is
experience.
–Albert Einstein
This thesis focused on the class of geographical visualization where nodes are added
to a background map. They are successfully used in different real case scenarios: the
tourist consulting metro maps is facilitated in the use of subways; the citizen observing
flow maps on newspaper become aware of the main migration flows that are occurring
today. Moreover, geographic node-link diagrams are typically embedded in interactive
systems to monitor communication networks or to investigate the spatial correlation of
climate data.
This thesis has mainly investigated the problems related to visual clutter in geographic
node-link diagrams. It is motivated by the fact that, although such visualizations are
very popular to perform geographical analysis and convey information, they often suffer
of readability issues.
9.1 Contributions
In Chapter 2, we started classifying the geographic node-link diagrams according to the
way the nodes are spatially organized in the presentation space. This solution facilitates
the choice of an appropriate visualization, for a given geographic graph, according to the
geographic attributes the designer wants to visually represent.
For that class of diagrams, in Chapter 3, we surveyed from literature, the main ap-
proaches designed to solve a cluttered state. The solutions are divided in two groups:
graph visualizations and interactive techniques.
In Chapter 4, the problems related to visual clutter are tackled proposing a schema-
tization of techniques that helps the reader to decide, given a task and a geographical
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node-link diagram, which are the candidate solutions that facilitate the reduction of the
visual clutter. This work provides a list of criteria to classify the effects of the visual clut-
ter on different scenarios. Moreover, it offers guidelines for the design of novel techniques,
helping the researchers to focus on a well-defined list of criteria to fulfill.
Furthermore, we propose solutions aimed to face the visual clutter through the design
and implementation of interactive techniques. 3DArcLens, described in Chapter 5, is an
interactive lens that deforms the links shape to reveal underneath information and to
reduce ambiguities related to graph topology. It is designed to work on both 2D and 3D
visualizations.
GeoPeels, described in Chapter 6, is an interactive deformation-based technique, used
in combination to zoom and pan, that capitalizes on dynamic globe deformations for
an effective exploratory visual analysis of global networks. The graphical performance
evaluation of both 3DArcLens and GeoPeels is based on the measurement of frame rate,
expressed in frames per second. Meanwhile, the qualitative evaluation of the techniques
relied on a comparison between them and existing approaches respect to criteria they
are able to fulfill. Finally, the evaluation of usefulness is performed presenting some case
studies on real datasets.
Chapter 7 is devoted to present an algorithm to automatically create flow map layouts
through attractive forces among flow lines. It allows the user to support for an optional
supervision of the graph layout. We evaluated its performance comparing our approach
and the existing techniques respect to: the computational cost, the list of aesthetic criteria
we defined, and the visual quality of the generated maps. Chapter 8 presents an extension
to visualize multivariate geographical networks. Three case studies are performed to
evaluate the usefulness of the presented technique.
9.2 Limitations and Future Work
Additionally to limitations and future work described at the end of each chapter, this
section focuses on the general aspects of this Thesis.
Survey of alternative visualizations. This Thesis surveys existing techniques and
proposes different approaches to improve the readability of a geographic node-link diagram
acting of its visual variables and attributes. However, in many cases is preferred to change
the visualization rather than to improve it. The consideration of other design alternatives
such as Adjacency Matrix [80] and OD Map [188] could be marked as future work. In
particular, the classification of visualizations techniques described in Chapter 3 and 4
should be updated to describe also alternative representations.
Task-based solutions. The word task has different meaning in the information
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visualization literature and it is used at multiple levels of abstraction and granularity [119].
For example the word problem can denote a task described in domain terms, meanwhile
the word operation can denote a task in an abstract level.
This thesis only partially mention the tasks the user (or viewer) wants to achieve start-
ing from a geographic network. Hence, this aspect could be investigated in future work.
In particular, the classification of geographic visualizations, proposed in Chapter 2, did
not include the recommended tasks as criteria for each visualization group. As opposite,
the schematization of clutter reduction techniques, described in Chapter 4, it is based on
operations derived from a taxonomy of general graph tasks. Moreover, 3DArcLens and
GeoPeels were designed to facilitate generic operations such as “following a path through
a graph”. However, it was not performed an investigation based on the domain problems
such techniques support.
Although there are task taxonomies for general graphs [105], dynamic graphs [5, 99],
partitioned graphs [144] and multivariate graphs [132], no taxonomy is specifically de-
signed to group tasks for geographic graphs. Hence, the definition of a task taxonomy for
such class of networks can be definitively an interesting future work.
Integration in complex systems. If the operations involve the analysis and explo-
ration of geographic networks, a node-link diagram is not able to work as a stand alone
tool. As opposite, in most of cases, it becomes a feature of complex systems [157]. Thus,
one future challenge is to find applications where network visualization creates enough
value and then embed our interactive techniques into them as part of the system. How-
ever, since both users and tasks vary considerably, systems need to be flexible and easily
configurable by users [125].
Notable examples of existing systems that support visual network analysis and explo-
ration are the following:
• CGV [163] focuses on dense graphs. It allows the user to interact with lens techniques
over multiple interlinked views.
• Gephi [10] is a framework that supports different graph types: clustered, multivariate
and dynamic graphs.
• Tulip [8] is a library to develop multiple interlinked views. It supports the visual
exploration of general graphs.
• GeoVISTA Studio [156] is an open source software focusing on geographic visual-
izations. A visual programming user interface allows the designer to interconnect
different graphical components. This aspect enables scientists with little program-
ming knowledge to develop useful tools in short time.
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The final goal is to customize our solutions for specific applications with real users. This
step is mandatory to move the research to innovation.
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Graph Visualization. “It is a branch of Information Visualization that study the
problem of scalability in visualizations of graphs” [120], see Section 1.2.2.
Information Visualization. “The use of computer-supported, interactive, visual rep-
resentations of abstract data to amplify cognition” [29], see Section 1.2.
Node-Link diagram. “Visual representation where nodes are drawn as points and the
links connecting them are drawn as lines” [49], see Section 1.2.2.
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Visual Clutter. “The state in which excess items, or their representation or organi-
zation, lead to a degradation of performance at some task” [142], see Section 1.3.
Visualization. “The graphical representation of data or concepts” [97], see Sec-
tion 1.2.
Visualization Pipeline. “Chain of steps and operations that describes the process of
creating visual representations of data” [180], see Section 1.2.1.
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